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Ancient Egyptian art often includes depictions of the act of smelling and of smell-
carrying objects. Though the act of smelling and the objects themselves are visibly 
recognizable, both underline the presence of an invisible force, that of scent. In this 
analysis, I argue that the visible presentation of scent-rich environments in Theban tomb 
wall paintings from the Eighteenth Dynasty was meant to mark divine presence, another 
invisible force. Textual evidence from mortuary literature reveals that the Egyptian gods 
could be identified by their smell. Thus, if the deceased were to take on this smell (i.e., 
identity) of the gods, the resultant change in identity would facilitate a successful 
transition into the afterlife. In addition, smell may also be linked with the “breath of life,” 
which could be invoked to call the deceased back to the living world to receive offerings. 
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Fragrance, odor, scent, and smell are all synonyms for that invisible sensation 
caused by the intake of air and particles through the nose.1 Yet to accurately describe this 
sensation is nearly impossible due to the restrictions of the English language, which 
requires a metaphor to describe an olfactory experience.2 For example, to describe a 
grandmother’s perfume, one might say, “It smells like a rose.” A rose, however, is just a 
flower and so does not truly describe the smell. Instead, the term “rose” invokes in the 
listener’s mind the smell of that flower, thus causing him or her only to recognize the 
perfume’s fragrance, rather than truly understand that which comprises the scent.3 
The Ancient Egyptians depicted in their art the act of smelling in addition to 
representations of objects that exude fragrances. Symbolic unguents, incense, and an 
                                                             
1 This process is defined in Stephen Houston and Karl Taube, “An Archaeology of the 
Senses: Perception and Cultural Expression in Ancient Mesoamerica,” Cambridge 
Archaeological Journal 10 (April 2000): 261: “The olfactory epithelium receives molecules, 
exciting neurons that transmit electrical impulses to the brain.” 
 
2 Constance Classen, “The Breath of God: Sacred Histories of Scent,” in The Smell 
Culture Reader, ed. Jim Drobnick (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2006), 389; Constance Classen, 
David Howes, and Anthony Synnott, Aroma: The Cultural History of Smell (London and New 
York: Routledge, 1994), 3. 
 
3 The quality of a smell is culturally dependent; thus, a rose may not actually “smell as 
sweet” to a person from a different culture. See Jonathan Reinarz, Past Scents: Historical 
Perspectives on Smell (Urbana, Chicago, and Springfield, IL: The University of Illinois Press, 
2014), 1. Also, Classen et al., Aroma, 3. Even the categorization and ranking of the senses is a 
cultural construct, and the five-senses typology is, in fact, a Western construction, originally 
created by Aristotle. See Constance Classen, World of Sense: Exploring the Senses in History and 
Across Culture (London and New York: Routledge, 1993), 1; Reinarz, Past Scents, 5; Jo Day, 
“Introduction: Making Senses of the Past,” in Making Senses of the Past: Toward a Sensory 
Archaeology, ed. Jo Day (Carbondale and Edwardsville, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 
2013), 4. 
2 
overabundance of flowery decorations are all common illustrations related to smell found 
in Egyptian tomb paintings. The visible presence of these objects highlights the invisible 
presence of smell, which has no other way of being shown in art. I will argue that smell 
and its invisibility are symbolic of divine presence.  
This association of divine identity with smell has been used by other cultures 
outside of Ancient Egypt. For example, at Mycenaean Pylos, perfume was used as a 
sensory metaphor for divine power.4 For two thousand years, the Olmecs and then the 
Maya drew flowers before the mouths and noses of depicted persons to mark their royal 
or godly status.5 In addition, after examining the myths of the Kwoma culture of the East 
Sepik Province in Papua New Guinea, David Howes documented how smell was used to 
reveal hidden identities.6 
The illustrations of scent-rich environments in the wall paintings of Eighteenth 
Dynasty Theban tombs indicate that the depiction of pleasant smells in art was meant to 
invoke divine presence, as the gods were thought to exude this scent. By assuming their 
fragrance, a deceased person could alter his or her own identity and thereby adopt that of 
a divine being. Though specific fragrances from Ancient Egypt have not been preserved, 
                                                             
4 Joanne Murphy, “The Scent of Status: Prestige and Perfume at the Bronze Age Palace at 
Pylos, Greece,” in Making Senses of the Past: Toward a Sensory Archaeology, ed. Jo Day 
(Carbondale and Edwardsville, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2013), 243-265. 
 
5 Houston and Taube, “Cultural Expression in Ancient Mesoamerica,” 265. 
 
6 David Howes, Sensual Relations: Engaging the Senses in Culture and Social Theory 
(Ann Arbor, MI: The University of Michigan Press, 2003), 146. In one myth, a man who was able 
to hide by changing his appearance was discovered by his dogs, who recognized his scent. 
3 
the function of smell within a specific context can be deduced from their written and 
artistic records.7  
The history of Ancient Egypt spans several thousand years, and thus the meaning 
of smell is likely to have evolved during that time. In addition, it is possible that smell 
functioned differently depending on its context (e.g., mortuary, cultic, secular). In this 
analysis, I will be focusing only on the function of smell within the mortuary context. 
After examining depictions of smell in wall paintings from Eighteenth Dynasty Theban 
tombs (ca. 1550-1353 B.C.E.), I noticed a division in scene-types based on whether or 
not illustrations of smell were included. In order to discover the purpose behind such a 
distinction, I consulted textual evidence from mortuary literature, especially from the 
Pyramid Texts, the Coffin Texts, and the Book of the Dead, in which there are many 
references to smell. I did choose to examine written evidence from all periods even 
though I limited my artistic corpus to the Eighteenth Dynasty. This approach is 
acceptable as the Ancient Egyptians reused many of the spells from the earlier texts in the 
later ones, and so they are all interrelated.8  
 
 
                                                             
7 Distinct smells may have performed specific functions or carried their own symbolic 
meanings. For the purposes of this analysis, however, smell is analyzed as a generic construction 
within which more specific nuances might be categorized. The lotus, for example, would have 
carried a specific smell, but it is impossible to divorce the smell of the lotus from its possible 
symbolic form, its relationship to nature, or its connection with the sun. Thus, analyzing the 
specific nature of certain smells is not as beneficial a discussion as the investigation of smell as a 
generic, culturally constructed category. 
 
8 Erik Hornung, The Ancient Egyptian Books of the Afterlife, trans. David Lorton (Ithaca, 
NY: Cornell University Press, 1999), 13. 
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1.1 Review of the Literature: The Theory  
As a cultural construct, smell has a rich social and historical past.9 Unfortunately, 
the devaluation of smell in the modern, ocularcentric West has made some scholars 
believe that research into the olfactory past are “frivolous and irrelevant.”10 Yet olfaction 
has not always been treated with such disdain. For example, within Christianity, 
followers believed that if one lived in a state of grace, he or she would be imbued with 
the divine scent of the Holy Spirit.11 
Investigating the function of smell is fairly common in anthropology.12 Within 
Egyptology, however, scholars have focused largely on smell-exuding objects rather than 
                                                             
9 Classen, Aroma, 3; David Howes, “Scent, Sound, and Synaesthesia: Intersensoriality 
and Material Culture Theory,” in Handbook of Material Culture, ed. Christopher Tilley, et al. 
(London, Thousand Oaks, and New Delhi: SAGE Publications, 2006), 166; Reinarz, Past Scents, 
3-4. 
 
10 Classen, Aroma, 5. 
 
11 Classen, “The Breath of God,” 375-6. Classen offers an example of St. Paul’s writing 
in 2 Corinthians 2:14: God “uses us to spread abroad the fragrance of the knowledge of himself,” 
indicating those who follow in his path will carry with them and spread God’s odor. According to 
Susan Harvey, the “sweet fragrance of God” was commonly understood by early Christians, as it 
was often referenced in the literature. For example, I Enoch 25:6 mentions that on Judgment Day, 
the chosen people will “enter into the holy (place); its fragrance shall (penetrate) their bones, long 
life will they live on earth” (Susan Harvey, Scenting Salvation: Ancient Christianity and the 
Olfactory Imagination [Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006], 49). Also, 2 Corinthians 
2:15 mentions the “odor of Christ” (Harvey, Scenting Salvation, 126). It is also mentioned in 
Christian literature that the sending of the Holy Spirit from a divine being to an individual person 
used olfactory symbolism: “there came down the Spirit who gave scent to his heart; for the scent 
of David’s heart pleased him, just as the scent of the oil; the Spirit dwelt in him” (Ibid., 130, from 
the Hymns on Epiphany 3.10-14). 
 
12 Annick Le Guérer, Scent: The Mysterious and Essential Powers of Smell (New York: 
Turtle Bay Books, 1992); Classen, Aroma; Harvey, Scenting Salvation; Robin Skeates, An 
Archaeology of the Senses: Prehistoric Malta (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010); Yannis 
Hamilakis, “Afterword: Eleven Theses on the Archaeology of the Senses,” in Making Senses of 
the Past: Toward a Sensory Archaeology, ed. Jo Day (Carbondale and Edwardsville, IL: Southern 
Illinois University Press, 2013), 409-420. 
5 
on the function of smell.13 Some researchers, such as Lise Manniche and Sydney Aufrère, 
have attempted to recreate perfume and incense recipes.14 This process is challenging 
because it requires identifying ancient ingredient names with their modern equivalents. 
Other researchers, such as Patrick McGovern, have conducted chemical analyses of 
archeo-botanical remains in order to determine what materials were used to create certain 
mixtures.15 This process is useful in that it can often determine from where the raw 
ingredients were imported or collected, but, regrettably, archeo-botanical remains of 
smell-exuding products are rather uncommon. Thus, rather than attempting to identify 
ancient mixtures or recreate ancient recipes, I propose employing an anthropological 
approach to explore the function of smell within the mortuary context by analyzing its 
symbolic occurrence in textual and artistic evidence.16  
                                                             
13 Lise Manniche, “Ancient Scent-An Evaluation of the Sources,” in Parfums, onguents et 
cosmétiques dans l’Égypte ancienne, Memnonia Cahier Supplémentaire, no. 1 (April 2002): 81-
89; Lise Manniche, An Ancient Herbal (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1989); Lise 
Manniche, Sacred Luxuries: Fragrance, Aromatherapy, and Cosmetics in Ancient Egypt (Cornell, 
NY: Cornell University Press, 1999); Sydney Aufrère, L’univers minéral dans la pensée 
égyptienne, vol. 1 (Cairo: Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale du Caire, 1991), 462. 
 
14 Manniche, “Ancient Scent,” 81-89; Aufrère, L’univers minéral, 462. 
 
15 Examples: Patrick E. McGovern, Uncorking the Past: The Quest for Wine, Beer, and 
Other Alcoholic Beverages (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London: University of California Press, 
2009), 166; See also, Margaret Serpico, “Resins, Amber and Bitumen,” in Ancient Egyptian 
Materials and Technology, eds. Paul Nicholson and Ian Shaw (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2009), 457; Aufrère, L’univers minéral, 462. 
 
16 While I will include some archaeological evidence in the following analysis, this 
material is problematic to use as evidence because it is difficult to guarantee that the smell-
attribute of an object was the reason for its inclusion in a mortuary context. More likely, a 
combination of attributes merited its inclusion in a burial. For example, scented wines, such as 
those found in Dynasty 0 in the tomb of King Scorpion, were probably included for a variety of 
reasons, including perhaps as a show of wealth or for the wine itself, in addition to its scented 
quality. See McGovern, Uncorking the Past, 166. 
6 
My analysis of the representation of smell in Ancient Egyptian tomb paintings 
defies the convictions of some scholars, such as C. Weddle, who believe that focusing on 
literary and iconographic evidence will lead to a “senseless examination.” 17 Such an 
approach, however, is consistent with anthropological trends since the 1980s, during 
which there was a renewed interest in sensory studies. As a reaction against reading 
cultures as texts,18 which ignored the physicality of objects and their relationship to their 
human handlers,19 a small community of researchers worked to refocus and resolidify the 
human sensory experience within the archaeological context.20 “Sensory Archaeology” is 
the investigation of the relationship of time, place, and materiality to the human 
sensorium.21 Scholars in this field emphasize the immediacy of the effect of scent on the 
                                                             
17 C. Weddle, “The Sensory Experience of Blood Sacrifice in the Roman Imperial Cult,” 
in Making Senses of the Past: Toward a Sensory Archaeology, ed. Jo Day (Carbondale and 
Edwardsville, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2013), 140. 
 
18 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic 
Books, 1973).  
 
19 Day, “Introduction,” 5. 
 
20 For compilations of essays by sensory archaeologists, see Jo Day, ed. Making Senses of 
the Past: Toward a Sensory Archaeology (Carbondale and Edwardsville, IL: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 2013). For scholars working in other fields, especially anthropology, see 
Classen, Aroma; Reinarz, Past Scents; and Alain Corbin, The Foul and the Fragrant: Odor and 
the French Social Imagination (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1986). 
 
21 Yannis Hamilakis, “Afterword,” 409. 
7 
brain,22 its ability to trigger memories and emotion,23 and the reconstruction of 
smellscapes in order to better understand ancient environments.24 
Analyzing representations of smell falls neatly into the field of inquiry known as 
toposmia (“place” + “smell”).25 This type of investigation focuses on the relationship of 
odor to place. The odors may be naturally exuded or intentionally applied.26 Toposemic 
studies are particularly relevant to my field of study as I will be arguing that smell can be 
used to create boundaries between places, as well as between people. Since “aroma 
cannot be excavated,”27 how better to analyze the function of smell within a dead culture 
than by the way they chose to display it in their art? 
1.2 Shortcomings of the Methodology 
Though the theory is valid, there are some minor shortcomings to this approach. 
Smells are not able to be preserved, as they are neither fully containable nor visible. It is 
also extremely difficult, if not impossible, to describe a smell accurately and precisely. 
Despite these issues, the following analysis does not require the knowledge of a particular 
                                                             
22 Murphy, “Scent of Status,” 253. Also W. Li, I. Moallem, K. A. Paller, and J. A. 
Gottfried, “Subliminal Smells Can Guide Social Preferences,” Psychological Science 12 (2007): 
1044-1049, in which scientists conducted an experiment investigating the relationship of 
undetectable odors to the emotional responses of humans. 
 
23 Johan Willander and Maria Larsson, “Smell Your Way Back to Childhood: 
Autobiographical Odor Memory,” Psychonomic Bulletin & Review 13, no. 2 (2006): 240-244. 
Researchers asked study participants to describe what memories were evoked when presented 
with different smells. 
 
24 J. Douglas Porteous, “Smellscape,” in The Smell Culture Reader, ed. Jim Drobnick 
(Oxford and New York: Berg, 2006), 89-106. 
 
25 Jim Drornick, ed., The Smell Culture Reader (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2006), 85. 
26 Ibid., 87. 
 
27 Day, “Introduction,” 14. 
8 
smell, as the focus is on the generalized concept of smell. In addition, though the concept 
of the “senses” and their hierarchical ranking from Ancient Egypt have not yet been 
studied, there does exist extensive evidence that the act of smelling served some function 
within their culture. I will explore this in Section 2.1. 
1.3 Definitions 
To avoid ambiguity, I will first define some terminology to be used in this 
analysis. 
Ritual: The concept of ritual has been hotly debated by anthropologists over the last 
quarter century. Some researchers, such as Roy Rappaport, have focused on the 
performative aspect of ritual; as he defines it: “the performance of [a] more or less 
invariant sequence of formal acts and utterances.”28 He interprets ritual as any repetitive, 
standardized sequence of events or pronouncements. More recently, Catherine Bell has 
argued that ritual is a cultural construct that is Western in origin, and its use in 
scholarship reveals more about the author than about the subject.29 This perspective is 
based on the argument that all scholarship is biased. If the bias is acknowledged, 
however, it is still possible to make probable conclusions regarding the past. In the 
interest of this analysis, by combining several different definitions, “ritual” will be used 
as a term indicating a cultic event or performance that distinguishes itself from what is 
                                                             
28 Roy Rappaport and Keith Hart, Ritual and Religion in the Making of Humanity 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 24. 
 
29 See Catherine Bell, Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2009). 
9 
being done elsewhere by the inclusion of certain activities, specific patterns of speech, or 
the use of certain material objects.30  
Sacred space: A location in which ritual might take place. 
Symbol: A representation based on a culturally dependent association of two things or 
ideas. The depiction of invisible concepts or beings in art requires the use of symbols.31 
Smellscape: A spatial distribution of smells. Due to the transitory nature of smell, these 
spaces are “non-continuous, fragmentary in space, and episodic in time.”32 
Toposmia: A study of the interaction of smell and space, and how smell has the ability to 
delimit a space.33 
Identity: The description by which an individual can be known or referred to. 
Divinity/divine presence: While “divinity” specifies the actual representation, 
manifestation, or acknowledgement of a particular deity, “divine presence” indicates the 
invisible essence of a deity—for example, a depiction of Zeus versus that of a 
thunderbolt. 
1.4 Outline 
Chapter 2 will demonstrate that pleasant smell is linked to divine identity. Before 
beginning the analysis, I will examine how prevalent smell was within the Egyptian 
culture by investigating Egyptian smell-related terminology and physical objects present 
                                                             
30 Catherine Bell, Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1992), 3. 
 
31 Anja Kootz, “Imagination and Its Readings in Ancient Egypt,” Sprache und Geschichte 
in Afrika 21 (2010): 123-4. 
 
32 Porteous, “Smellscape,” 91. 
 
33 Jim Drobnick, “Toposmia: Art, Scent, and Interrogations of Spatiality,” Angelaki 7, no. 
1 (April 2002): 31-47. 
10 
within the mortuary context. After this section, I will share examples from the mortuary 
literature of the Old and New Kingdoms to establish that the gods exuded a particular 
scent, which the Ancient Egyptians recognized as indicative of their divine identity. 
Therefore, this scent, when recognized, revealed divine presence. 
In Chapter 3 I state that, because a pleasant smell was indicative of divine 
identity, it was necessary for the deceased to adopt this smell so that he or she could 
merge with the gods in the afterlife. For this reason, it is evident that smell facilitated the 
deceased’s transition into the afterlife. Certain symbols from within the mortuary context 
help demonstrate this purpose, such as the Eye of Horus and the burning of incense. In 
fact, it is on the smoke of incense that the deceased ascends into the invisible world of the 
gods. 
In Chapter 4, I will focus on depictions of smell within Eighteenth Dynasty 
Theban tombs. The paintings in these tombs indicate that, by the Eighteenth Dynasty, 
smell had also developed the ability to bring back the deceased to the living-world to 
receive offerings. I will investigate representations of unguents, flowers, and incense in 
offering, banquet, and Opening of the Mouth ritual scenes to support this hypothesis. The 
evidence will demonstrate that the illustration of smell within these scenes was meant to 
reveal divine presence, thus creating a delineated space in which travel between the 
worlds of the living and the dead was possible.  
Chapter 5 will consist of a summary of the previous discussion, as well as my 
concluding remarks. In completing an analysis of the function of smell within the 
mortuary context by examining literary and artistic references to it, I incorporate a 
methodology into Egyptian studies not yet exploited. While the function of smell has 
11 
been examined in cultures outside of Egypt, its significance within the Ancient Egyptian 








Deities are invisible in the living-world, but their pleasant odor can reveal their 
presence. Before beginning any in-depth analysis of this assumption, it is necessary to 
establish the significance of smell within the Ancient Egyptian cultural repertoire in order 
to demonstrate the validity of my approach to the study of smell. Thus, in Section 2.1, by 
examining the terminology used to identify smell-carrying objects, as well as the objects 
themselves which have been excavated from early New Kingdom tombs, I will 
demonstrate that the Ancient Egyptians manipulated smell to serve a particular purpose. 
There has been little research done concerning the function of smell in Ancient Egypt. 
Therefore, it is necessary to first demonstrate that examining the role of smell in 
Eighteenth Dynasty Theban tombs is not a Western approach to ancient studies, but 
rather a vital methodology not yet exploited. 
Section 2.2 will present textual evidence from the mortuary literature of the Old 
and New Kingdoms to show how smell is linked to divine identity. In Section 2.3, 
additional textual evidence as well as a description of divine birth scenes will show that, 
because gods exude an identifiable smell, that same odor can reveal their presence even 
when the gods are not themselves visible. 
2.1 Terminology of Smell 
Since the Predynastic period, the Ancient Egyptians combined oils, fats, or wax 
with smell-carrying materials such as flowers and resins to make unguents.1 Yet, 
                                                             
1 One of the earliest examples of evidence from Ancient Egypt for the use of smell-
carrying resins comes from the contents of a Palestinian “Abydos ware” jug. This jug was 
13 
surprisingly, one of the only images preserved of this process comes from the tomb of 
Petosiris, which dates to the early Ptolemaic Period.2 Words such as nwd (“unguents” or 
“ointments”),3 sgnn (“lamp oil,” “additive to beer,” “ointment used at festival,” “life-
need”),4 and mrḥt (“anointing oil” as specifically used on the head of the deceased during 
embalming, also just “oil”)5 could reference both scented and unscented oils and fats. For 
this reason, it is sometimes ambiguous whether the referenced material actually carried a 
smell. These terms are common in both literary and religious texts.6 
A noun that undoubtedly refers to a smell-carrying object is the word for 
“incense,” snṯr. In Faulkner’s dictionary, snṯr is also translated as a causative 
verb meaning “to cense.”7 Causative verbs, in Middle Egyptian, are formed by the 
addition of an “s” prefix to the verb form. Thus, s.nṯr would mean to cause to be nṯr, or 
“to cause to be divine.” The hieroglyphs used to write snṯr, however, are primarily 
                                                             
excavated from the Early Dynastic tomb of Djer at Abydos. Chemical analyses on the contents 
revealed it had once contained a mixture of lipid and pine resins. See Serpico, “Resins,” 463. 
 
2 Gustave Lefebvre, Le tombeau de Petosiris (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’Institut français 
d'archéologie orientale, 1923), pl. 10 and 11. 
 
3 Raymond Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian (Oxford: Griffith Institute 
at the University Press, 1962), 128; Adolf Erman and Hermann Grapow, Wörterbuch der 
äegyptischen Sprache, vol. 2 (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1930), 226. 
 
4 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 4, 322-323. 
 
5 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 2, 111. 
 
6 For examples of nwd, see Adolf Erman and Hermann Grapow, Wörterbuch der 
äegyptishchen Sprache, Die Belegstellen, vol. 2, pt. 4 (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 
1938), 327-328: Theban Grab nr. 50 (Neferhotep); Urk. IV 766; Beni Has. II pl.6; Edfu; Berscheh 
II 21, 8. For examples of sngg, see Erman and Grapow, Die Belegstellen, vol. 4, 52: Sinuhe 54; 
Totb Nav 149, 64-65; Theb Grab Nr 50 (Neferhotep A); Letters to the Dead 8, 23. For examples 
of mrḥt, see Erman and Grapow, Die Belegstellen, vol. 4, pt. 2, 160-162: Admon. 8, 4; Pyr. 879; 
Totb. Nav. 145 B; Urk IV 913; Pyr. 745; Kagemni 79; Mereruka A9; Sinuhe 295. 
 
7 Faulkner, Dictionary, 234. 
14 
written with the nṯr sign (R8) and the two-barbed arrowhead biliteral sign for sn      
(T22), rather than the uniliteral, bolt-of-cloth sign (S29) for s.8 Sign T22 is also 
used in the noun meaning smell, also transliterated sn.9 The translation of sn nṯr could 
thus be “the smell of the god.” In the Wörterbuch der äegyptischen Sprache, snṯr can also 
be written as s (S29) + nṯr, and thus takes on the causative verb meaning.10 In the 
Pyramid Texts, these variant writings were exploited to create puns. For example, in PT 
200, s.nṯr is juxtaposed with sn.nṯr.11 In another example, it reads m.k n.k snṯr snṯr, “Take 
to yourself incense that you may be divine.”12 These rudimentary interpretations of the 
Egyptian word for incense are intended to further stress the relationship between smell 
and divine identity. By designing this word to wield several nuances of meaning, the 
Egyptians can be demonstrated to have manipulated the function of smell to serve distinct 
purposes. This fact thus emphasizes the importance of smell within the Ancient Egyptian 
culture.  
                                                             
8 For sign designations such as these, see Alan Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar: Being an 
Introduction to the Study of Hieroglyphs, 3rd ed. rev. (Oxford: Griffith Institute, Ashmolean 
Museum, 1982). 
 
9 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 4, 153-154. 
 
10 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 4, 180-181. 
 
11 James Allen, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts (Atlanta: Society of Biblical 
Literature, 2005), 18, W 137b. Also, Raymond Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), 36, Utterance 200; Sethe, Pyramidentexte, vol. 1, 67, 116. The 
hieroglyphs from this example show the two variations of writing the word, first with s (S29) and 
then with sn (T22). Note also, according to Sethe’s transcription, the nṯr sign in these examples of 
snṯr are written slightly different from one another. 
 
12 PT 423 (personal translation). For hieroglyphs, see Sethe, Pyramidentexte, vol. 1, 419, 
Pyr 765b. For translations, see Allen, Pyramid Texts, 101, P 7, W 176, and P 503; Faulkner, 
Pyramid Texts, 140, Utterance 423: “Receive your natron that you may be divine.” 
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In addition to words which denote specific smell-carrying objects, the Ancient 
Egyptian language had more general terms that referenced smelling and smells. Many 
words, beyond those that only reference smells, use the “nose, eye, and cheek” sign, D19, 
as a determinative,13 such as fnḏ “nose,”14 tpj “sniff,”              
ḫnm “to smell or breathe,” ḫntš “to take pleasure,” and       rš 
“joy.” The word for “odor, smell, or perfume,” sṯj, however, does not use D19.15 
Notably, fnḏ, according to the Wörterbuch, can be used in the phrase fnḏ nb, “every 
nose,” which should be understood to mean “every person.”16 This may be significant as 
it emphasizes the role that the nose can play in identifying a person. In addition, fnḏ can 
be used to name two deities: Osiris (fnḏ.f-ᶜnḫ, “he who breathes life”) and Thoth (fnḏy, 
“beaky”).17 These three uses of the word for nose may indicate that one’s nose or ability 
to smell/breathe is linked to one’s identity or ability to live. In the case of Osiris and 
Thoth, it is linked to their divine identity as they can be referred to simply by their noses. 
This brief discussion on Ancient Egyptian terms that refer to smelling and smell-
carrying objects is important for understanding that there was a conversation taking place 
concerning the use of smell in Ancient Egypt. The inclusion of smell-carrying objects in 
                                                             
13 Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 452, sign D19. For a discussion on the form of this sign, 
see Félix Relats-Montserrat, “Le signe D19, à la recherche des sens d’un déterminatif (I) : La 
forme d’un signe,” Revue numérique d’Égyptologie 1 (2014): 130-170. 
 
14 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 1, 577. 
 
15 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 4, 349-350.  
  
16 Ibid. For examples, see Inscr dédic 37; Harr 44, 6 as listed in Erman and Grapow, 
Wörterbuch vol. 1, 92. 
 
17 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 1, 578. For examples, see Erman and Grapow, 
Die Belegstellen, vol. 1, 92: Osiris: B v Durchw 21; Dend Mar IV 72, 73; Dend (Düm Geogr 
Inschr IV 122); P Rhind I 6. 8. Thoth: Totb Nav 125 Conf 3; Haremheb (Krön) 8; B v Atmen 4, 
18. 
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tomb burials may also expose the importance of smell within the mortuary context. The 
first example explored is of flowers in burials. Floral garlands have been excavated from 
both private and royal burials. The pharaoh Tutankhaamun was buried with at least three 
different flower arrangements on his body—a wreath, a pectoral garland, and a floral 
collar (Fig. 2.1).18 Other examples of royalty buried with garlands in the New Kingdom 
are Ahmose I, Amenhotep I, Ramesses II, Princess Nesikhensu, and Queen Meryet 
Amun.19 The floral collars and garlands were made with a variety of flowers, including 
poppy, lotus, and cornflower, the latter being the most common.20 Sometimes mandrake 
fruits were also incorporated into burial wreaths.21 An example of a non-royal burial in 
which flowers were found among the burial equipment is the Tomb of Kha and his wife 
                                                             
18 R. Hamdy, “Plant Remains from the Intact Garlands Present at the Egyptian Museum 
in Cairo,” in Fields of Change: Progress in African Archaeobotany, ed. René Cappers 
(Groningen, The Netherlands: Groningen Institute of Archaeology, 2007), 118. See also P. E. 
Newberry, “Report on the Floral Wreaths Found in the Coffins of Tutankhamen,” in The Tomb of 
Tutankhamen, vol. 2, ed. Howard Carter (reprint: New York: Cooper Square Publishers Inc., 
1963), 189-196. 
 
19 Hamdy, “Plant Remains,” 118. 
 
20 Hamdy, “Plant Remains,” 117-119; Newberry, “Floral Wreaths,” 193. 
 
21 Mandrake fruits are linked with sexuality and fertility, as known from Nineteenth 
Dynasty love poetry, as well as their presence in Eighteenth Dynasty Theban tomb art. For 
example, in the Tomb of Nakht, mandrakes are smelled by some of the banqueters. See Norman 
de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Nakht at Thebes (New York, 1917), pl. XV. For the link with 
sexuality, consider oDM 1266 and OCGC 25218, B, 1: “I wish I were her Nubian, who is her 
companion in secret. She brings her […] mandrakes. It is in her hand so that she might smell it. In 
other words: She brings me the form of all her limbs.” Here the wistful lover equates the girl’s 
limbs with the mandrake, indicating his wish to hold her in his hand. See Renata Landgráfová and 
Hana Navrátilová, Sex and the Golden Goddess, vol. 1: Ancient Egyptian Love Songs in Context 
(Prague: Czech Institute of Egyptology, 2009), 120. 
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Meryt (TT 8), in which a wooden statue of Kha wearing a wreath of real flowers was 
discovered (Fig. 2.2).22 
In addition to flowers, many unguent jars as well as some unguent remains have 
been excavated from tombs. For example, the Tomb of Tutankhamun (KV62) contained 
nearly 350 liters of scented oils and fats. The unguents’ value is evidenced by some 
alabaster jars with broken necks in which excavators discovered fingerprints in the jars’ 
contents where some had been scooped out.23 Presumably, this theft was performed by 
the robbers who breached the tomb soon after its sealing.24 Chemical analyses of these 
unguent remains indicate about 90% was a fatty matter while the rest was some kind of 
resin, which would have produced the smell.25 
Though this archaeological evidence documents the use of smell-carrying objects 
in the burial context, their significance must be interpreted from textual and artistic 
evidence. Now that I have established that smell was recognized within the Ancient 
Egyptian culture, the following analysis of textual and artistic evidence will reveal 
smell’s function within the mortuary context. 
 
 
                                                             
22 Cyril Aldred, New Kingdom Art in Ancient Egypt during the Eighteenth Dynasty 1590 
to 1315 B.C. (London: Alec Tiranti Ltd., 1951), pl. 48. Another example of a non-royal burial 
with a funerary garland, comes from TT 294. See, Nigel Strudwick and Helen Strudwick, The 
Tombs of Amenhotep, Khnummose, and Amenmose at Thebes (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 1996), 
114. 
23 Manniche, “Ancient Scent,” 85. 
 
24 N. Reeves, The Complete Tutankhamun: The King, the Tomb, the Royal Treasure 
(Cairo: Egypt: American University in Cairo Press, 1990), 95. 
 
25 Howard Carter, The Tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amen: Discovered by the Late Earl of 
Carnarvon and Howard Carter, vol. 2 (reprint: New York: Cooper Square Publishers Inc., 1963), 
206-210. 
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2.2 The Pleasant Smell of Divine Identity 
The gods from Ancient Egypt were believed to carry an identifying scent. 
Evidence from the New Kingdom indicates that the gods were believed to sweat incense. 
Thus, they could be identified by this pleasant smell. The Ritual of Amun, found on the 
walls of the Temple of Seti I and in the Berlin Papyrus no. 3055, both of the Nineteenth 
Dynasty, includes more than thirty chapters that detail the daily temple ritual held to 
revivify Amun-Re.26 Chapter XII, 8 is particularly relevant to this discussion: 
r n snṯr 
ḏd mdw jj nṯr ḏbw m ḥᶜw.f k3pw.n.f sw m jrt.f nt ḏt.f snṯr n nṯr pr jm.f ḥr sṯ r dwt 
pr m jwf.f nṯr fdt h3t(j)w.w r t3 rdjt.n.f sw n nṯrw nbw . . . m33.sn tw ḫnm.sn sty.k 
jw ḫᶜt(j)w.w ḥr t3.k 
 
A Speech of Becoming Divine 
Words spoken, the god comes, whose body is adorned. He fumigated himself with 
his eye of his body and the incense of god, which comes out from within himself 
on account of the smell from the efflux which comes out of his flesh. The god’s 
sweat, which he gave to all gods, descends to the land…They shall see you when 
they smell your odor for you will appear in glory upon your land. 27 
 
In this passage, Amun essentially sweats incense, and it is by this odor that he will 
be recognized by those who live on the land. In addition, Amun has given this divine 
smell to all the gods, so that the smell of incense is intimately linked with divine identity. 
It is not incense that identifies a god’s presence but its pleasant smell. 
                                                             
26 For the temple, see Auguste Mariette, Abydos: description des fouilles, vol. 1: Ville 
antique. Temple de Séti (Paris: Librairie A. Franck, 1869). For the papyrus, see Adolf Erman, 
Hieratische papyrus aus den Königlichen Museen zu Berlin (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs’sche, 1901). 
For a translation and commentary of the “Ritual of Amun,” see Alexandre Moret, Le rituel du 
culte divin journalier en Égypte, d'après les papyrus de Berlin et les textes du temple de Séti 1er, 
à Abydos (Paris: E. Leroux, 1902). 
 
27 Moret, Le rituel du culte divin, 115-116, for the hieroglyphs. Personal translation made 
with consideration of both Moret’s translation and that of Blackman (Aylward Blackman, “The 
Significance of Incense and Libations in Funerary and Temple Ritual,” Die Zeitschrift für 
Ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde 50, issue 1-2 (1912): 71-72. 
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The New Kingdom Book of the Dead also indicates that smell could act as a 
divine identity marker. This collection of spells has been found both written on papyri 
and inscribed on tomb walls. In Spell 125 of the Papyrus of Ani, Anubis says when 
speaking of the deceased, “I am satisfied with him. I smell his odor as belonging to one 
among you.”28 By “you,” Anubis is referring to the gods. The deceased has thus 
transfigured into one who belongs among the gods. His odor serves as his identity, and 
now that it matches that of the gods, they will accept him as one of them. 
This ability of smell to define a person’s identity is not only found in New 
Kingdom writings. Evidence indicating that deities could be identified by their smell goes 
back to the Old Kingdom.29 For example, in Pyramid Text spell 412, a “resurrection” 
text, it states, “Your scent is as their scent.”30 The individual being spoken to is the 
deceased ki̓ng, and the scent he is said to be carrying is that of the gods. This example 
indicates that the gods collectively carried a particular scent, which was transferable to 
the (formerly) living. Also consider PT 508: “this Pepi’s scent is Horus’s scent;”31 PT 
524: “His scent is the god’s scent: the scent of Horus’s eye is on the flesh of this Pepi;”32 
and PT 576: “Pepi’s scent is that of Osiris.”33 Just from these examples, it seems it was 
                                                             
28 Raymond Faulkner, et al., The Egyptian Book of the Dead: The Book of Going Forth by 
Day. Being the Papyrus of Ani (Royal Scribe of the Divine Offerings) (San Francisco: Chronicle 
Books, 1994), pl. 30. 
 
29 These examples are using generic terms referencing scent, such as sn, “to smell,” or 
sṯ(y), “smell, odor,” rather than some of the other specific terms as discussed in Section 2.1.  
 
30 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 87, T 228 “Your scent is their scent.” Also, Faulkner, Pyramid 
Texts, 135, PT 412, line 730c. 
 
31 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 163, P 472; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 197, PT 524. 
 
32 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 140, P 357; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 183, PT 508.  
 
33 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 183, P 518; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 231-232, PT 576. 
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important for the deceased to be identified by his smell, or rather, by the smell of the 
gods. By adopting the scent of the gods, the deceased effectively changes his identity and 
is now able to live among the gods as one of them.  
In the Pyramid Texts, the fragrance of divinity is contrasted with the evil smell of 
the damned. For example, PT 369 comments on the bad smell of the deceased’s foe: 
“They have reddened his [beating] and captured him, restrained [him] and his scent [is] 
bad.”34 Also, the deceased pharaoh Teti is warned against letting his own scent go bad: 
“Flesh of this Teti, don’t decay, don’t rot, don’t let your scent be bad!”35 This warning 
indicates that a bad smell might prevent the deceased from enjoying the afterlife. 
The textual examples investigated in this section indicate that one’s smell, 
whether it is pleasant or sour, is related to one’s moral identity. Specifically, the smell of 
incense can be a marker of divine identity. A deceased person can receive this smell, thus 
altering his identity, in order to ensure a successful afterlife. The textual examples from 
the Pyramid Texts and the Book of the Dead both come from mortuary texts largely 
concerned with the successful transition of the deceased into the afterlife. Thus, the use of 
smell as an instrument in this process is at the core of the effectiveness of these texts. 
2.3 Divine Presence Revealed by Divine Fragrance 
As the gods are invisible in the living-world, they can only be revealed by their 
scent. The best known example of this comes from the Eighteenth Dynasty “Divine 
Birth” scene from Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahari (Fig. 2.3). Vignettes 
located on the north half of the middle colonnade of the temple depict the story of 
                                                             
34 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 82, T 200; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 122, PT 369.  
 
35 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 86, T 228; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 135, PT 412.  
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Hatshepsut’s birth. In the story, Hatshepsut’s mother has intercourse with the god Amun, 
who has disguised himself as her husband. The relevant scene here shows Queen Ahmosi 
receiving the ᶜnḫ symbol of life from Amun, while seated on a lion-footed couch being 
raised up by two goddesses.36 The accompanying text indicates that Amun’s presence 
becomes known to Ahmosi by his scent: “She awakened upon smelling the god” (rs.n.s 
ḥr sṯy nṯr). In another scene, Ahmosi “smells him,” and so identifies him. 37 
Though the text from Hatshepsut’s divine birth scene is one of the few to have 
survived thus far, other depictions of divine births have been identified. The divine birth 
of Amenhotep III, which also dates to the Eighteenth Dynasty, is located on the walls of 
Luxor Temple.38 The accompanying text copies verbatim Hatshepsut’s inscription of her 
divine birth scene, other than the names of the mother and child.39 The scenes of 
Amenhotep III and Hatshepsut seem to be the most obvious precursors to the “Birth-
Houses” of the Ptolemaic temples, whose scenes were meant to legitimize the leadership 
of the foreign Ptolemaic rulers.40 Nectanebo I, of the Thirtieth Dynasty, also had a divine 
                                                             
36 Bertha Porter and Rosalind L.B. Moss, Topographical Bibliography of Ancient 
Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and Paintings, vol. 2. Theban Temples, Second Edition, 
Revised and Augmented (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 348; also, Hellmut Brunner, Die 
Geburt des Gottkönigs: Studien zur Überlieferung eines altägyptischen Mythos (Wiesbaden: Otto 
Harrassowitz, 1964), pl. 4. Edouard Naville, The Temple of Deir el Bahari, pt. 2 (London: 
Egyptian Exploration Fund, 1897), pl. XLVII. 
 
37 Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie (Berlin: Aakdemie-Verlage, 1961), 220, IV.14: 
sn[.n.sw]. 
 
38 Lawrence M. Berman, “Overview of Amenhotep III and His Reign,” in Amenhotep III: 
Perspectives on His Reign, ed. David O’Connor and Eric H. Cline (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1993), 4.  
 
39 Ibid. Also, Margaret Murray, Egyptian Temples (London: S. Low, Marston & Co., 
1931), 118. 
 
40 Murray, Temples, 118. 
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birth scene designed for himself in his birth house at Dendera.41 Another scene, from the 
causeway of Senwosret III at Dahshur, which dates to the Twelfth Dynasty, indicates that 
Hatshepsut’s and Amenhotep III’s birth scenes must stem from an older tradition.42 
While the two Eighteenth Dynasty examples can corroborate the use of smell as a marker 
of divine presence, the other examples, which lack an accompanying text, simply 
demonstrate the long-standing tradition of the divine birth of the pharaoh.43 
Divine presence, according to Assmann, “is implicit in all contact with the divine, 
and the forms of this contact can be deduced, just as the grammar of a language can be 
deduced from actual usages.”44 While divine presence is not readily visible, it can be 
revealed by the god’s smell, another invisible presence. Thus, the gods’ presence is made 
implicit by their smell. 
 
                                                             
41 Ibid., 63. 
 
42 Adele Oppenheim, “The Early Life of Pharaoh: Divine Birth and Adolescence Scenes 
in the Causeway of Senwosret III at Dahshur,” in Abusir and Saqqara in the Year 2010/1, eds. 
Miroslav Bárta, Filip Coppens, and Jaromír Krejčí (Prague: Czech Institute of Egyptology, 
Faculty of Arts, Charles University in Prague, 2011), 171-188. 
 
43 It is also interesting to note, however, that Plutarch, Moralia, V, 26:357B writes about 
a story in which Isis is revealed by her smell when mourning in Byblos. Though his writing 
postdates the focus of this paper by many years, perhaps this story is descendent from the birth 
scenes as both that story and these scenes involve the care of children. See Plutarch, “Isis and 
Osiris,” in Moralia (1936), 41, for translation. 
 
44 Jan Assmann, The Search for God in Ancient Egypt, trans. David Lorton (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 2001), 9. 
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CHAPTER THREE 




In this chapter, I will argue that smell helped the deceased transcend from the 
visible, living-world into the invisible world of the gods. The idea of an invisible world 
shared by both the divine and the dead stems from the Ancient Egyptian belief that when 
one died and successfully transitioned into the afterlife, one would merge with the gods.1 
I will argue that this merging was facilitated by changing one’s scent. 
In Section 3.1, I will examine the role of certain symbols present in the mortuary 
literature of Ancient Egypt that are often described by their smell. Textual references 
which mention the Seven Sacred Oils and the Eye of Horus support my hypothesis that 
the deceased needed to change his scent (i.e., his identity) in order to successfully 
transition into the divine world. In Section 3.2, I will investigate the use, function, and 
significance of incense in regard to the transitioning of the deceased. Textual evidence 
indicates that while the smell of incense helped the deceased to alter his or her identity 
and thus guarantee acceptance by the gods, it was on the smoke of incense that the 
deceased actually traveled into the afterlife. To build on this argument, I will investigate 
other contexts in which smoke interacted with the invisible in Section 3.3. 
                                                             
1 The Ancient Egyptians believed the dead merged with the gods in the afterlife. The 
deceased is said to become an “Osiris,” a merging of identities that is repeated throughout both 
the Pyramid Texts and the Book of the Dead. The deceased is named in these texts as either 
Osiris, Osiris N, or just N. For example, in the ritual of the Opening of the Mouth from the 
Pyramid Text of Unis, the deceased pharaoh is identified as “Osiris Unis” (Allen, Pyramid Texts, 
19: W 26). The deceased is also said to merge with the sun god Re, traveling with him in his solar 
barque through the Amduat. See Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 34. In the sixth hour of the Sun 
God’s journey, the ba of the sun unites with the corpse of the deceased king. See also Erik 
Hornung, Das Amduat: Die Schrift des verborgenen Raumes. Ägyptologische Abhandlungen, vol. 
7 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1963), 109-114. 
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3.1 Fragrant Symbols 
The Seven Sacred Oils 
References to the Seven Sacred Oils date from the Old Kingdom through the 
Ptolemaic period.2 Evidence for the use of these oils comes from diverse sources. Images 
of them were carved or painted on tomb walls (Fig. 3.1), artifacts and vessels designed to 
hold them have been found among burial equipment (Fig. 3.2), and there are references to 
them in the Pyramid Texts.3 Each variety of oil was associated with a jar of a specific 
shape.4 The term mrḥt described these oils collectively, as it was a general word applied 
to scented mixtures.5 These seven oils were used in important rituals, such as 
mummification, the Opening of the Mouth ritual, and daily temple rituals.6 In the 
Opening of the Mouth ritual from the Pyramid Texts of Unis, the priest, while anointing 
the deceased, reads out the names of these seven oils. In the recitation regarding the sixth 
oil, he says, “Ointment, ointment (mrḥt)…You were on Horus’s forehead, but I will put 
                                                             
2 Lise Manniche, Sacred Luxuries: Fragrance, Aromatherapy, and Cosmetics in Ancient 
Egypt (Cornell, NY: Cornell University Press, 1999), 36-37. 
 
3 Manniche, Sacred Luxuries, 108. For examples in Middle Kingdom tomb art: N. de G. 
Davies, The Tomb of Antefoker (London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1920), pl. 31. P.E. Newberry, et. al., 
Beni Hasan, vol. 1 (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co., 1893), pl. 25; New Kingdom: 
E. Naville, The Temple of Deir el Bahari, vol. 4 (London: EEF, 1901), pl. 109. N. de G. Davies, 
Five Theban Tombs (London: EEF, 1913), pl. 39 (TT 154). For later tombs, see E. V. Pischikova, 
“Representations of Ritual and Symbolic Objects in Late XXVth Dynasty and Saite Private 
Tombs,” JARCE 31 (1994): 63-77. Examples listed here are after Pischikova, “Private Tombs.” 
In the PT, see Allen, Pyramid Texts, 22, W51. For an artifact, see 11.150.1a from the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. “Offering Slab for Seven Oils,” Metropolitan Museum of Art: The 
Collection Online. Accessed 9 March 2015. <http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-
collection-online/search/544001>. 
 
4 Pischikova, “Private Tombs,” 67-68. 
 
5 Aufrère, L’univers minéral, vol. 1, 461. 
 
6 Pischikova, “Private Tombs,” 65-66. 
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you on this Unis’s forehead . . . you shall akhify him, wearing you . . . FIRST CLASS 
CEDAR OIL.”7 Allen’s translation “wearing you” is from the hieroglyphs ẖr.ṯ, which can 
also be translated as “who is in possession of you.”8 I suggest that, if so translated, the 
phrase indicates it is Horus’s job to assist Unis with his transformation into an akh 
because Unis is in possession of Horus by means of his scent. The association of these 
scented oils with the verb s3ḫ (“to akhify”) indicates that their function was to help 
transform the deceased into an akh. The akh is the state of existence that the deceased 
wished to reach in the afterlife and can be translated as “transfigured being.”9 The 
deceased changed his identity from one of the living into an 3ḫw, or “blessed dead,” by 
taking on the smell of a divine being: Horus. Thus, these oils helped the deceased 
transition from the visible, living-world to the invisible one by offering him Horus’s 
scent. 
Horus and the Horus-Eye 
The falcon god, Horus, is often described as carrying a particular scent. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, PT 508 and PT 524 both reference this god’s 
particular scent.10 PT 576 describes him as “Horus at the fore of the akhs and atop those 
                                                             
7 Translation from Allen, Pyramid Texts, 22: W 51; also see Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 18, 
PT 77. Capitals original to publication and are meant to indicate instructions to the priest. 
 
8 For hieroglyphs, see Sethe, Pyramidentexts vol. 1, 29, 52c. For translations of ẖr, see 
Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch vol. 3, 386-388. Also, James Allen, Middle Egyptian: An 
Introduction to the Language and Culture of Hieroglyphs, 3rd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), 109. 
 
9 John H. Taylor, Death and the Afterlife in Ancient Egypt (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2001), 31. 
 
10 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 163, P 472; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 197, PT 524. Allen, 
Pyramid Texts, 140, P 357; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 183, PT 508. 
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of pleasant scent (nḏm m wsṯ).”11 The gods are named only by their pleasant smell, and 
Horus is given special prominence among them. 
It is not just the god Horus who is given special mention in regard to his smell—
so too is the Eye of Horus. As one of the most common symbols known from Ancient 
Egypt,12 it is surprising how rarely academic writings comment on the textual references 
to its perfume. Most scholars who have written on the Eye have focused on its cosmic,13 
solar and lunar,14 or mathematical15 importance, or its link with kingship and 
mythology.16 Samantha Edwards compiled all references to the Eye of Horus in the 
Pyramid Texts, and eleven of them referenced the smell or perfume of the Eye.17 Though 
it is likely the Eye of Horus had several applications,18 its connection to smell is certainly 
                                                             
11 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 183, P 518; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 232, PT 576; Sethe, 
Pyramidentexte, vol. 2, 322, 1518a. 
 
12 Samantha Edwards, “The Symbolism of the Eye of Horus in the Pyramid Texts,” 
(Master’s Thesis, University College of Swansea, 1995), 1. 
 
13 W. Westendorf, “Horusauge,” in Lexikon der Ägyptologie, vol. 3, eds. Wolfgang Helck 
and Eberhard Otto (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1980), col. 48-51. 
 
14 See the discussion in Gustave Jéquier, Considérations sur les religions égyptiennes 
(Neuchâtel: La Baconnière, 1946). 
 
15 For example, see Gyula Priskin, “The Eye of Horus and the Synodic Month,” 
Discussions in Egyptology 54 (2002): 75-81. 
 
16 Terje Oestigaard, Horus' Eye and Osiris' Efflux: The Egyptian Civilisation of 
Inundation C. 3000-2000 BCE (Oxford: Archaeopress, 2011), discusses the link between the 
Horus Eye, myth, and water. Günter Rudnitzky, Die Aussage über das Auge des Horus": Eine 
altägyptische Art geistiger Äusserung nach dem Zeugnis des Alten Reiches (Copenhagen: 
Munksgaard, 1956), links the Eye with kingship by examining its role in myth. 
 
17 Edwards, “The Symbolism of the Eye of Horus,” 13-163. Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, PT 
25, PT 26, PT 27, PT 29, PT 200, PT 524, PT 621, PT 637, PT 686, PT 687. 
 
18 In addition to establishing divine identity, the Horus Eye’s smell was used both as an 
offering to the gods and for purification: “O King, I have come and I bring to you the Eye of 
Horus. May you provide your face with it, that it may cleanse you, its perfume being on you. The 
perfume of the Eye of Horus is on the King, it removes your efflux and protects you from the 
27 
important to its interpretation. At least during the Old Kingdom, the smell of the Horus 
Eye was believed to assist the deceased king with his transition into the afterlife by 
identifying the deceased with the divine identity of Horus. For example, in PT 524 the 
equipping of the perfume of the Eye of Horus permitted the deceased to sit among the 
gods: “Horus has acquired his eye and given it to this Pepi. His scent is the god’s scent: 
the scent of Horus’s eye is on the flesh of this Pepi…Pepi has sat down on your great 
seat, gods…with Pepi’s shoulder to Atum.”19 Another example, PT 637, states that the 
ointment from the Eye of Horus will “release [your] bad [sweat]. Receive its scent on you 
and your scent will be sweet like the Sun when he comes from the Akhet and [the Akhet-
gods] are agreeable to him.”20 In this example, not only is the fragrance of Re, the “Sun,” 
offered to that of the deceased through the equipping of the Eye of Horus, but also this 
scent is the same exuded by Re when he transitions across the Akhet. Bad odors are not 
permitted; only pleasant, divine odors are permitted among the gods of the horizon. 
An inscription from the Tomb of Amenmose (TT 42) also comments on the 
ability of the Eye of Horus to grant the deceased a divine identity through its association 
with incense: “Spell of conferring divinity and of purifying with incense. Horus is pure, 
he has conferred divinity upon himself with his own eye…Confer divinity upon thyself 
with this its name of incense. Let thy face be fumigated with it.”21 This tomb inscription 
                                                             
sweat of the hand of Seth” (Allen, Pyramid Texts, 254, N 121; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 6, PT 29, 
lines 20c-21a). Thus, the perfume of the Eye of Horus has the ability to purify, clean, and protect. 
Whether the function is to akhify or to purify, Horus’s scent is particularly potent. 
 
19 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 163, P 472; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 197, PT 524. 
 
20 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 262, N 302; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 264, PT 637. 
 
21 Norman de Garis Davies, The Tombs of Menkheperrasonb, Amenmose, and Another 
(London: Egypt Exploration Society, 1933), 23, pl. 29 (Second register) (TT 42). 
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supports the hypothesis that this fragrance-exuding symbol was used in the transition of 
the deceased from the living-world to the next by helping the deceased adopt a divine 
identity. 
These symbols found in the mortuary literature of Ancient Egypt indicate that 
smell likely played a role in the transition of the deceased from this world to the next. PT 
508 indicates that rather than an individual symbol permitting the deceased to transition 
into the afterlife, it is the symbol’s smell that allows this to happen: “Pepi’s scent is 
Horus’s scent . . . To the sky amongst the emergent gods.”22 Now that the deceased has 
taken on Horus’s identity, his odor, he is able to ascend to be “among the emergent 
gods.” This example indicates that smell, even alone, can change the deceased’s identity 
to one that will permit him to be accepted among the gods in their invisible world. 
3.2 Transcending with Incense 
One of the most recognizable Egyptian tomb-scenes which involves incense 
shows a priest censing a mummy or statue (Fig. 3.3).23 By the New Kingdom, censers 
often take the form of a human arm holding a bowl that is filled with charcoal (Fig. 3.4, 
lower right corner).24 The person holding the censer takes small, circular pellets of 
incense and “throws” them into the lit bowl at the end. This step cannot always be seen as 
                                                             
22 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 140: P 357; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 183, PT 508, lines 1114-
1115. 
 
23 Elliott Wise, “An ‘Odor of Sanctity’: The Iconography, Magic, and Ritual of Egyptian 
Incense,” Studia Antiqua 7.1 (Spring 2009): 67. Also, note in Figure 3.3 the priest figure is 
completely destroyed, though the act of burning incense is still visible. 
 
24 For a discussion on the possible evolution of this form, see H. G. Fischer, “Varia 
Aegyptiaca 4: The Evolution of the Armlike Censer,” Journal of the American Center in Egypt 2 
(1963): 28-34. 
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sometimes only the fumes being directed toward the subject receiving this offering, or the 
tapers, are visible (Fig. 3.5).25 
The Pyramid Texts indicate that an offering of incense has the ability to reach the 
invisible world of the gods: “The fire has been set, the fire has arisen. The incense has 
been set on the fire, the incense has arisen.”26 In fact, it seems that the actual burning of 
incense on the fire is what allows its pleasant smell to travel. This spell goes on to say 
that the scent of the deceased will also be ascending, presumably by means of the smoke 
and incense: “Your scent has come to this Pepi, gods; his scent has come to you, gods. 
This Pepi shall be with you, gods; you shall be with this Pepi, gods.”27 Note the parallel 
construction in all these phrases, as if the very grammar of the passage links each 
sentence with the next. PT 684 makes it very clear that it is on the smoke of incense that 
the deceased will ascend: “Shu…and…Tefnut will take Pepi Neferkare to the sky, to the 
sky, on the smoke of incense.”28 Shu and Tefnut are both air-gods;29 thus, it is through 
the air on the smoke of incense that the deceased can ascend into the invisible world of 
                                                             
25 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XVI (TT 86); XXIII (TT 112); Norman de 
Garis Davies, The Tomb of Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2 (New York: Arno Press, 1943), pl. LXXVII, 
XCVIII, CIII (TT 100). 
 
26 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 175, P 503; also, 49, W 176; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 77, PT 
269. 
 
27 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 175, P 503; also, 49, W 176; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 77, PT 
269. 
 
28 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 290, N 514; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 294, PT 684. 
 
29 James Allen, Genesis in Egypt: The Philosophy of the Ancient Egyptian Creation 
Accounts. Yale Egyptological Studies 2 (New Haven, CT: Yale University, 1988), 21-27. 
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the gods. Another example states that incense is how the deceased might ascend to meet 
Re and Osiris in the afterlife: “He will go up on the smoke of a great censing.”30 
The best way to display this ability to travel between worlds in tomb art, then, 
would be through an incense brazier, which would make the action visible. By burning 
incense before statues, mummies, or images of the deceased individual, the officiant is 
effectively working to break down the invisible barrier between the living and divine 
worlds. Burning incense before offerings (Fig. 3.6),31 pouring it on offerings (Fig. 3.7),32 
and using it in the Opening of the Mouth ceremony before the tomb owner (Fig. 3.8)33 all 
serve the same purpose—that of facilitating the transitioning of goods or people from the 
visible world of the living (i.e., where the incense is being burned) to the invisible world 
of the dead and divine (i.e., where the smoke goes when it disappears).34 The smoke of 
                                                             
30 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 48, W 174; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 76, PT 267. 
 
31 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXXIX (TT 42); XXIX (TT 112); XVIII (TT 
86); Norman de Garis Davies, The Tombs of Two Officials of Tuthmosis the Fourth (Cairo: Egypt 
Exploration Society, 1923), pl. XVI (TT 75); XX (TT 90); Nina M. Davies and Alan H. Gardiner, 
The Tomb of Amenemhēt (No. 82) (London: Egypt Exploration Society, 1915), pl. XVIII, XXIV 
(TT 82). 
 
32 Examples: Nina M. Davies, Scenes from Some Theban Tombs (No. 38, 66, 162, with 
Excerpts from 81), Private Tombs at Thebes, vol. 4 (Oxford: The Griffith Institute, 1963), pl. I 
(TT 38); Torgny Säve-Söderbergh, Four Eighteenth Dynasty Tombs, Private Tombs at Thebes, 
vol. 1 (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 1957), pl. L (TT 48). 
 
33 Examples: Säve-Söderbergh, Tombs, pl. XXVI. Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. XCIX, 
XCVIII. 
 
34 Note, incense can also be used in purification. For example, in the Tomb of 
Menkheperrasonb (TT 112), the priest at the banquet scene announces, “The chief Father of the 
god of Amun, Menkheperrasonb, appears as Nefertem, as a lotus to the nostril of Re. The gods 
are pure because of seeing him daily.” Davies, Menkheperrasonb, 22 and pl. XXVII. Yet, it still 
appears this function of incense is related to smell as the deceased is likened to the lotus, which 
Nefertem is smelling. 
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incense offers the deceased the ability to travel across the barrier, whereas the smell of it 
helps the deceased alter his identity so that he can merge with the gods.35 
3.3 Transitioning with Smoke 
Smoke has the ability to interact with both the visible and invisible worlds, 
whether or not it is accompanied by the divine smells of incense. It is possible that this 
ability of smoke comes from its natural tendency to burn off and become invisible itself. 
The following discussion is intended to reinforce the purpose of incense explored in 
section 3.2 by arguing that the burning of incense is what allowed for the transference of 
smells between worlds. 
Several instances in later funerary texts link smoke with protection from invisible 
forces, as in the Liturgy of the Opening of the Mouth, column II (12): “I will perform an 
act of censing for you over the fire. You will be protected.”36 Thus the “censing” is what 
gives protection to the deceased during this ritual. The forces from which he must be 
protected, however, are not mentioned and so remain unknown and invisible. The smoke 
of incense can cross the boundary between the visible realm and the invisible, protecting 
those in the living-world from those dangerous beings who inhabit the fringe. 
Fire is also referenced as a means of protection against the chaos of the unknown. 
In the Osirian Liturgy of the “Divine Night,” it is said, “an embalming place was set up 
for you in Busiris, to mummify you and make your scent pleasant. For you…I and my 
                                                             
35 Also remember here the earlier discussion of snṯr, the Egyptian word for incense. The 
word itself has a double meaning: 1) the smell of the god, and 2) causing to be divine. Therefore, 
the functioning of incense within the mortuary context is implicit in its name, as it offers the 
deceased a divine identity, as well as a manner in which to join with the gods. 
 
36 Mark Smith, The Liturgy of Opening of the Mouth for Breathing (Oxford: Griffith 
Institute, 1993), 31. 
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sister Nephthys lit the torch at the entrance to the embalming chamber, so as to drive Seth 
into darkness.”37 Though this quote does not reference incense, it is the burning torch that 
protects the dead Osiris from his enemy Seth. There is also evidence that fire could 
protect a sleeper from being bothered by the evil dead, or mwt.38 
The above examples indicate that smoke and fire were able to interact directly 
with both evil and divine beings, though neither of these malevolent forces were visible 
in the living-world. Thus, if one links this analysis with PT 267, in which the deceased is 
said to “go up on the smoke of a great censing”39 when transcending into the afterlife, the 
connection between incense, divinity, and transformation becomes unambiguous. While 
smell, an invisible attribute that is physically experienced in the visible world, might 
mark divine presence, smoke, which quickly changes from visible to invisible, facilitates 
the transition between the living and divine worlds. 
                                                             
37 Jan Assmann, Death and Salvation in Ancient Egypt (Ithaca and London: Cornell 
University Press, 2001), 280. 
 
38 Kasia Szpakowska, “Demons in the Dark: Nightmares and Other Nocturnal Enemies in 
Ancient Egypt,” in Ancient Egyptian Demonology: Studies on the Boundaries between the 
Demonic and the Divine in Egyptian Magic, ed. P. Kousoulis (Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters en 
Departement Oosterse Studies, 2011), 63-76. 
 








In this chapter, I will discuss the iconography of smell in Theban tomb art. The 
wall-decorations in these tombs support the hypothesis, previously established in the 
review of the relevant texts, that carrying the gods’ scent could help the deceased 
transition into the afterlife. These tomb scenes also seem to indicate, however, that 
pleasant smells could offer reanimation to the deceased in the form of the breath of life, 
so that he or she could return to the living-world and receive offerings. While banquet 
and offering scenes are heavy with scented imagery, most other scenes noticeably lack 
such icons.1 For example, there is a suspicious dearth of scented objects in the 
representations of the Opening of the Mouth ritual. Representations of scent in this ritual 
are not abundant until its concluding scenes, during which offerings are presented to the 
deceased. Thus, it appears that the exclusion of these symbols serves a particular purpose. 
Rather than emphasizing the divine presence and the transcendence of the deceased into 
the afterlife, attention is focused on some action or object in the living-world. For 
example, in the Opening of the Mouth ritual, this object would be the mummy, coffin, or 
statue on which the ritual was being performed. 
                                                             
1 Selected examples: Manufacturing Scenes: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XI-XII (TT 
86); Davies, Two Officials, pl. VIII, X (TT 75); Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LII-LVII (TT 
100); Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. VIII, IX (TT 66). Agricultural Scenes: Davies, Some 
Theban Tombs, pl. II (TT 38); Melinda Hartwig, The Tomb Chapel of Menna (TT 69): The Art, 
Culture and Science of Painting in an Egyptian Tomb (Cairo: The American University in Cairo 
Press, 2013), 28-29, fig. 2.3b; Davies, Two Officials, pl. IX (TT 75); Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, 
pl. XXXIV (TT 100); Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XVII (TT 86). Miscellaneous scenes: Cattle 
Procession, Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XIV (TT 86). Foreign tribute: Davies, 
Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXXV (TT 42). Hunting desert animals: Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. IX (TT 
82). Collecting taxes: Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. XXIX-XXXII (TT 100). 
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In the first two sections of this chapter, I will analyze the use of smell in 
representations of banquet and offering scenes to demonstrate how smell functions 
therein. Then, in Section 4.3, I will analyze how the Opening of the Mouth ritual is 
portrayed in tomb art. It is not until the conclusion, during which the divine 
transformation of the deceased is finally accomplished, that smell-carrying motifs are 
incorporated. Marking divine presence by including scented imagery earlier would make 
the ritual’s performance unnecessary, because its purpose (i.e., helping the deceased 
return to the living-world to receive offerings) would appear to have already occurred. 
4.1 Offering Scenes 
Offering scenes illustrate an offering ritual, which was documented as early as the 
Fourth Dynasty.2 The deceased, portrayed with or without a spouse, is depicted seated 
behind an offering table laden with various goods.3 Sometimes a gridded list of offerings 
is included.4 In most representations, the deceased is presented as one among the blessed 
dead, “m3ᶜ ẖrw.”5 From across the table another individual, often a relation of the 
                                                             
2 Winfried Barta, “Opferformel,” in Lexikon der Ägyptologie, vol. 4, eds. Wolfgang 
Helck and Eberhard Otto (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1982), col. 584-586, with examples 
cited. 
 
3 Sometimes it is a god rather than the deceased, e.g., Hartwig, Menna, Fig. 2.6a and b 
(TT 69): Menna and his wife adoring the god Osiris by offering flowers and other goods; also, 
Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXIII, XXV, XXVI (TT 112); XXXIII, XXXIX (TT 42); Davies, 
Two Officials, pl. XI, XII (TT 75). 
 
4 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXIX (TT 112); Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. 
XVIII (TT 82); Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LXXIII, CI, CXV (TT 100); Hartwig, Menna, 60, 
pl 2.11b (TT 69). 
 
5 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XVII (TT 86); XXVI (TT 112); Davies, Two 
Officials, pl. XXIII (TT 90); Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. III, IV, XXII (TT 82). 
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deceased, burns incense,6 presents a chalice,7 pours incense,8 or offers a bouquet,9 among 
other actions.10 This action may indicate that the offering scene is actually part of another 
ritual, such as the offering of Amun’s bouquet or the conclusion of the Opening of the 
Mouth.11 I have included in this discussion all offering scenes which conform to this 
standardized form just described, rather than by the ritual to which it is linked (Fig. 
4.1).12  
Offerings were presented to the deceased, as well as to divinities, in order to 
provide them with nourishment for eternity.13 This ritual took place multiple times during 
the mortuary procedure, but the first instance occurred immediately after the Opening of 
                                                             
6 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXXIX (TT 42); XXIX (TT 112); XVIII (TT 
86); Davies, Two Officials, pl. XX (TT 90); Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. XXIV (TT 82); Davies, 
Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. II, LXXVII, XCI, CIII, (TT 100).  
 
7 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXXIII (TT 42); Davies, Two Officials, pl. 
XXIII (TT 90). 
 
8 Examples: Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. I (TT 38); Säve-Söderbergh, Eighteenth 
Dynasty Tombs, pl. L (TT 48) 
  
9 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXIV (TT 112); XVII (TT 86); Davies, Two 
Officials, pl. V (TT 75); Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. III (TT 38); Säve-Söderbergh, 
Eighteenth Dynasty Tombs, pl. VIII (TT 73); Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LXX (TT 100). 
Hartwig, Menna, 40-43, Fig. 2.7a-b. 
 
10 Hand gesture: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXV (TT 112); Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. 
V, XXXV (TT 82); Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. XVI (TT 66); Offers jewelry: Davies, Two 
Officials, pl. XV (TT 75); Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. V (TT 38). 
 
11 R. Bjerre Finnestad, “The Meaning and Purpose of Opening the Mouth in Mortuary 
Contexts,” Numen 25, fasc. 2 (August 1978), 126. 
  
12 For private Theban tombs with examples of offering scenes involving scented objects 
(i.e., candles, oils, and ointments), see Bertha Porter and Rosalind Moss, Topographical 
Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Text, Reliefs, and Paintings. Vol. 1: The Theban 
Necropolis, Part 1: Private Tombs, Second Edition, Revised and Augmented (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1960), 470 (29a). 
 
13 Taylor, Death and the Afterlife, 23. 
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the Mouth ritual.14 A sm-priest, a role often filled by the deceased’s son, would recite the 
offering formula “ḥtp dj nswt” to ensure the deceased’s eternal existence.15 The sm-priest 
would then present vegetables, meats, fruit, bread, and beer to the deceased.16 Afterward, 
several other ritual actions would take place, including “the clearing of the footpaths,” 
“the breaking of the red pots,” and further libations and censing.17  
One notable representation of smell in these scenes is the presentation of a god’s 
bouquet to the deceased. In the Tomb of Menna, the smell of the offered flowers is 
mentioned in a caption referring to the flowers as “plants of smell (ḫnmw).”18 This label 
indicates it is the smell of these flowers that is significant. As the lotus flower was linked 
to rebirth, due to its relationship with the sun god, a bouquet which included these 
flowers may have offered the deceased a chance at reanimation.19 In addition to this solar 
metaphor, I would argue that the scent of these flowers in fact was thought of as the 
                                                             
14 Ibid., 92. 
 
15 Ibid., 193. 
 
16 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 303. 
 
17 Winfried, Barta, Die altägyptische Opferliste, von der Frühzeit bis zur griechisch-
römischen Epoche, Münchner ägyptologische Studien, part 3. (Berlin: B. Hessling, 1963). For 
examples of tombs with the Offering List Rituals, see Porter and Moss, The Theban Necropolis, 
vol. 1 pt. 1, 473 (35e). 
 
18 Hartwig, Menna, 39; Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 3, 292, 4. 
 
19 Manfred, Lurker, The Gods and Symbols of Ancient Egypt: An Illustrated Dictionary 
(New York: Thames and Hudson, 1980), 78. For a discussion on the merit of this interpretation, 
see Clair Ossian, “The Most Beautiful Flowers: Water Lilies and Lotuses in Ancient Egypt,” 
KMT 10, 1 (Spring 1999): 49-59. 
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“breath of life.” This breath offered life to both the gods and those living on earth.20 
Consider, from the Tomb of Djeserkaere’sonb (TT 38), an offering scene which depicts 
the deceased’s son presenting a “bouquet of Amun” so that it might “exhale breath to thy 
[the father’s] nose day by day” (Fig. 4.2).21 As the presence of breath can indicate life, so 
too does its absence indicate death.22 The bouquet, therefore, is giving breath to the 
deceased, perhaps in the form of its smell, thus reviving him.  
The link between breath, smell, and life is referenced in Coffin Text spell 80, in 
which Atum’s son Shu, the air god,23 is the main speaker. He wears the “ṯ3w nw ᶜnḫ” or 
“breath of life,”24 and it is his “rḏw” or “efflux, sweat”25 which descends to the earth in a 
“storm” “qrr n pt.”26 Shu also carries the name “One who lives”27 and thus is able to 
                                                             
20 The Egyptian word for a formal bouquet (Stabstrauss) is ᶜnḫ; which is also the word 
for “life, to live.” The offering of this bouquet was linked symbolically and homographically to 
rebirth. Pischikova, “Saite Private Tombs,” 73. Also, Emma Brunner-Traut, “Bllumenstrauss,” in 
Lexikon der Ägyptologie, vol. 1, eds. Wolfgang Helck and Eberhard Otto (Wiesbaden: Otto 
Harrassowitz,, 1975), col. 837-840. An example of ᶜnḫ as meaning “bouquet” can be seen in the 
Eighteenth Dynasty Tomb of Ramose (TT 55): Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch vol. I, 204. Also, 
Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch: Die Belegstellen vol. 1, 36 (no. 4). 
 
21 Translation and image: Davies, Some Theban Tombs, 5, pl. III. 
 
22 G. Elliot Smith, The Evolution of the Dragon (Manchester: The University Press, 
1919), 41-42. 
 
23 For an analysis of CT 80 which looks at the dual nature of Tefnut, Shu’s sister, and 
himself, see Stephen Quirke, Ancient Egyptian Religion (London: British Museum Press, 1992), 
25-29. 
 
24 CT 80: Raymond Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, vol. 1. (Warminster: 
Aris & Phillips, 1973), 83, line 29; Adriaan de Buck and Alan Gardiner, The Egyptian Coffin 
Texts, vol. 2 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935), II29f. 
 
25 Faulkner, Coffin Texts, 83, line 31; Buck, Coffin Texts, II30e.  
 
26 Faulkner, Coffin Texts, 83, line 31; Buck, Coffin Texts, II30e. 
 
27 Faulkner, Coffin Texts, 83, line 32; Buck, Coffin Texts, II32d: ᶜnḫ rn.f. 
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“sᶜnḫ” or “cause to live” the “rmṯ” or “people” whom Atum created.28 Shu was begotten 
by Atum’s nose, coming forth from Atum’s nostril.29 Shu also opens the western horizon 
so that the sun god Re can be reborn each day.30 He is even the means by which offerings 
reach the god: “I am the living one who made for himself the length of the sky and the 
breadth of Geb, that food offerings, which are guided in me to the god, might come into 
existence.”31 Thus, it is through the air that offerings travel to the god. And, it is air that is 
linked to both smell, as referenced by the intake of air though the nose, and life in CT 80. 
In addition, throughout the spell, Atum is described as smelling or breathing in his 
children.32 Thus, I would argue, the breath of life which issues forth from these bouquets 
is intimately linked with the divine nature of smell and its life-giving properties. Smell’s 
ability to help the deceased be reborn in the land of the living works in conjunction with 
its ability to assist the deceased with the transition into the afterlife as it helps the 
deceased travel across the boundary between the living and invisible worlds, whether on 
the smoke of incense or as the breath of life. 
                                                             
28 Faulkner, Coffin Texts, 84; Buck, Coffin Texts, II33c-e. 
 
29 Buck, Coffin Texts, II35j: ms.n.f wj m fnḏ.f pr.n.j m ms3ḏt.f. 
 
30 Buck, Coffin Texts, II37h: wp.j wᶜt jw.n rᶜ sqd.f r 3ḫt jmnty. 
 
31 For translation, see Faulkner, Coffin Texts, 83. For hieroglyphs, see Buck, Coffin Texts, 
II41a-b. Personal transliteration: jnk ᶜnḫ jr n.f 3w n pt zḫw n gb ḫpr ḥtpt sšmt jm.j n nṯr. It is 
interesting to note Faulkner argued that the significance of sšmt jm.j was ambiguous, suggesting 
the deceased acted as a collector of offerings. In my interpretation, however, it is through the air, 
i.e., Shu, which his father Atum “smells” or “breathes” sn wj jtj.j jtm (Buck, Coffin Texts, II41c) 
that Atum receives offerings. 
 
32 sn has also been translated as “to kiss,” but to me this seems to ignore the significance 
of the likely multivalent nuances suggested by using this word, which is determined by the nose 
sign, Gardiner D19. It also seems that translating sn as “to kiss” is a Western-influenced 
translation which denies the possibility that breathing/smelling may have carried a more 
significant meaning than what is traditionally accepted by Egyptologists. For this translation of sn 
as “to kiss,” see Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. IV, 153. 
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The bouquet in these offering scenes, as it is sometimes labeled as belonging to a 
specific god,33 can also mark divine presence. The offering of the god’s smell to the 
deceased is a theme demonstrated repeatedly throughout the mortuary literature of 
Ancient Egypt, as investigated earlier.34 Thus, this offering of divine smell to the 
deceased serves that same purpose, that of assisting the deceased in his successful 
transition into the afterlife by merging his or her identity with the gods. 
Incense is also present in these offering scenes, whether it is being presented to 
the deceased by another individual35 or stacked among the offerings on or under the 
table.36 Whenever tapers or smoke are shown pointing out above the bowl of incense, 
they are always pointed toward the recipient of the offerings. In fact, nearly all smell-
related imagery points toward the recipient, whether it is a curved bouquet (Fig. 4.3),37 an 
                                                             
33 Melinda Hartwig, “Style and Visual Rhetoric in Theban Tomb Painting,” in 
Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-First Century: Proceedings of the Eighth International 
Congress of Egyptologists, Cairo, 2000, eds. Zahi Hawass and Lyla Pinch Brock (Cairo and New 
York: American University in Cairo Press, 2003), 303. The accompanying caption to this ritual 
might read, “For your ka, a life-bouquet of the god NN. May he favor you, may he give you life!” 
For an example of bouquets identified with individual gods, see Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. 
XVII-XVIII (TT 86).  
 
34 See Ch. 2, this paper. 
 
35 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXXIX (TT 42); XXIX (TT 112); XVIII (TT 
86); Davies, Two Officials, pl. XVI (TT 75); XX (TT 90); Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. XVIII, XXIV 
(TT 82).  
 
36 Examples: Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. XIV (TT 82); Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. 
XXXVII (TT 100). 
 
37 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XIII (TT 86); XXIV (TT 112); Davies, Two 
Officials, pl. XXIII (TT 90); Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. II, III (TT 38); Säve-Söderbergh, 
Eighteenth Dynasty Tombs, pl. XXIII (TT 17). 
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incense stick or taper (Fig. 4.4),38 or a single flower held by the deceased (Fig. 4.5).39 
This artistic choice emphasizes the focus of the scene—the recipient of the offerings. 
Ancient Egyptian artistic convention also dictates that the direction of an image will 
match the direction of the writing which relates to it.40 Therefore, the fact that the flowers 
and incense face the recipient is understandable as this is also the direction which the 
offering bearers and their associated text face. This artistic standardization is identifying 
divine presence, that is, the deceased, simply by pointing to it. 
In addition to incense and bouquets, these scenes are also filled with flowery 
decoration. Flowers are seen as lintel décor, wrapped around jars, bottles, bowls, and 
cups, hanging over tables, held in the hands of the deceased, etc. (Fig. 4.6).41 This 
overabundance of flowers in offering scenes is in sharp contrast to many other tomb wall-
                                                             
38 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XVI (TT 86); XXIII (TT 112); Davies, Rekh-
Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LXXVII, XCVIII, CIII (TT 100). 
 
39 Examples, including those held by the deceased: Davies, Scenes from Some Theban 
Tombs, pl. III. Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXIV (TT 112). 
 
40 Betsy Bryan, “The Disjunction of Text and Image in Egyptian Art,” in Studies in 
Honor of William Kelly Simpson, vol. 1, ed. Peter Der Manuelian (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 
1996), 162. Though there are examples of text running contrary to its associated image. For an 
example, see Lorelei H. Corcoran, “A Case for Narrativity: Gilt Stucco Mummy Cover in the 
Graeco-Roman Museum, Alexandria, Inv. 27808,” in Gold of Praise: Studies on Ancient Egypt in 
Honor of Edward F. Wente, eds. Emily Teeter and John Larson (Chicago: Oriental Institute of the 
University of Chicago, 1999), 58. 
 
41 Examples: Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XVI (TT 86); XLIII (TT 226); Davies, Two 
Officials, pl. V-VI (TT 75). Often, as in these examples, vessels are depicted with flowers 
wrapped around or resting on top. Many of these jars likely contained scented materials within, 
such as unguents, and so, perhaps, the flowers are simply marking that the contents are exuding a 
pleasant scent. Flowers can also be used as a decorative border: Davies, Two Officials, pl. XI, 
XIV (TT 75); XXI, XXIII (TT 90); Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. VI (TT 38), XVI (TT 66). 
For individuals smelling a lotus, see Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXVII, XXVI (TT 112); 
XXXVIII (TT 42); Davies, Two Officials, pl. IV-V (TT 75); Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. III (TT 82); 
Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. III (TT 38). 
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scenes.42 The contrast is visible in a single wall decoration from the Tomb of 
Djeserkare’sonb (TT 38) (Fig. 4.7). On the east wall of the transverse passage, the 
decoration is divided into three registers: 1) the deceased performing the “duties of his 
office,” 2) the deceased receiving a meal as well as making an offering to Amun and 
Renenutet,43 and 3) the growing of corn.44 The bottom and top registers of the scene are 
largely empty of floral and other scent-filled decoration as the focus is on the work being 
performed. The middle register depicts the deceased offering two geese laid upon incense 
burners, as well as a mixture of flowers, natron, fat, and food offerings to Amun and 
Renenutet. While Amun’s image has been destroyed, Renenutet’s image is still 
preserved. She is depicted as a cobra, framed by the offering table, its associated lotus 
flowers, and a bouquet, which stands behind her and curves toward her head. The divine 
presence of these two gods is spotlighted by the floral decoration. Also in this register are 
workers setting up a meal for the deceased, at whom all other offerings are directed.45 
Renenutet’s presence in this scene is relevant because she is the “Goddess of Plenty,” and 
thus has the ability to make the harvest bountiful. For this reason, the deceased would 
desire her presence, and by including smell-imagery in the scene, her attendance is 
ensured.46 
                                                             
42 For examples, see footnote 1, this chapter. 
 
43 As the goddess of plenty, Renenutet could ensure a successful harvest. Christine 
Beinlich-Seeber, “Renenutet,” in Lexikon der Ägyptologie, vol. 4, eds. Wolfgang Helck and 
Eberhard Otto (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1982), col. 232-236. 
 




46 Ibid, 4. 
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Offering scenes are some of the most common depictions in Theban tombs and 
usually can be found multiple times within the same tomb. For example, the Tomb of 
Amenemhet (TT 82) has at least six offering scenes.47 Marking the divine presence of the 
deceased or of a god in these scenes as the offering takes place is meant to ensure the 
survival of that individual’s k3. If the deceased is unable to travel between the afterlife 
and the living-world, then the offering ritual will be unsuccessful, the goods being unable 
to reach the deceased. The inclusion of many different types of smell-carrying offerings, 
namely flowers and incense, serves as an artistic tool to guarantee the presence of the 
targeted individual. By making the invisible visible, the success of the scene’s purpose is 
guaranteed—the deceased will be able to successfully transition across the 
visible/invisible barrier to take part in an offering ritual which will sustain his or her 
existence forevermore. 
4.2 Banquet Scenes 
Banquet scenes are most commonly depicted on the wall of the transverse passage 
and are present in nearly all Eighteenth Dynasty Theban tombs.48 For example, of the 
fifty-one Eighteenth Dynasty tombs Padgham has analyzed in her study of unguent 
cones, she counts sixty-six banquet scenes, indicating that a single tomb might have more 
than one.49 These banquet scenes can appear as an abbreviated vignette or as a full scene 
                                                             
47 Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. IV, VII, VIII, XIV, XXII, XXIV (TT 82). 
 
48 Nicola Harrington, Living with the Dead: Ancestor Worship and Mortuary Ritual in 
Ancient Egypt (Oxford and Oakville: Oxbow Books, 2013), 1. 
 
49 Joan Padgham, A New Interpretation of the Cone on the Head in New Kingdom 
Egyptian Tomb Scenes (Oxford: Archeopress, 2012), 57. 
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that covers the length of the wall.50 They most commonly include several registers in 
which the figures of the guests are either layered to show depth or placed one behind the 
other.51 The guests are divided by sex, though couples can sometimes be seated 
together.52 There is also a variety of seating depicted, which is distributed among the 
guests based on their sex.53 Young servants are shown holding various vessels, unguents, 
and necklaces (menats),54 while attending to guests by either pouring drinks, touching the 
guests, or helping the guests put on their necklaces or unguent cones.55 When musicians 
are included, they are located separately, often on their own register or grouped together 
to one side of the guests.56 The deceased usually is portrayed at a much larger scale 
facing the guests from behind an offering table. If male, he is most often seated with 
either his wife or his mother and is being offered a drinking cup by one of his children.57  
                                                             
50 Melinda Hartwig, Tomb Painting and Identity in Ancient Thebes, 1419-1372 BCE 
(Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols Publishers, 2004), 98. 
 
51 Compare banquet scenes from TT 100 (Davies, Rek-Mi-Re’, pl. LXVII) and TT 112 
(Davies, Menkheperrasonb, pl. XXVI). 
 
52 TT 82: Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. VI, A. 
 
53 Example of mats: TT 100 (Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LXV); of lion-footed 
chairs: TT 82 (Davies, Amenemhēt, pl. VI); of stools: TT 75 (Davies, Two Officials, pl. V).  
 
54 A menat was a necklace made of rows of faience beads. It was normally carried by 
women rather than worn and could be shaken in order to produce a musical rhythm. It could also 
include a metal counterpoise, which served as a handle with which it could be carried and shaken. 
Associated with Hathor and rebirth, it was an object often used in ritual. Lise Manniche, Music 
and Musicians in Ancient Egypt (London: British Museum Press, 1991), 62-63. 
 
55 TT 100 (Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LXVI): in the top register, a female server 
assists a seated guest, and another female attendant pours a guest a drink; in the middle and 
bottom registers, male attendants put necklaces on the male guests and anoint them. 
 
56 Example TT 75 (Davies, Two Officials, pl. V) in which the musicians occupy their own 
register and actually appear larger in size than the guests. 
 
57 Example TT 90 (Davies, Two Officials, pl. XXIII). The eldest daughter offers to her 
father, from the other side of the offering table, an elaborate chalice decorated with lotus flowers. 
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These banquet scenes are crowded with scented motifs. One of the most 
controversial symbols is that of the unguent cone (Fig. 4.8). These cones are believed to 
have carried smells, as unguents were made since Predynastic times by adding scented 
materials such as resins and flowers to beeswax and animal fat.58 This cone-shaped object 
with a rounded top is depicted on the heads of banquet attendees (living and dead), on 
deceased tomb owners, and on coffins.59 By the Ramesside period these cones are often 
two-toned, capped by either red or yellow.60 Bruyère was the first to interpret the cones 
as symbolic of rebirth, remarking that the cones are often found on the head of a deceased 
person.61 Simpson, on the other hand, argued that these cones were in fact lumps of 
animal fat or wax infused with scented materials that were worn on top of the wigs of 
both male and female Egyptians as a moisturizer for the hair and also as a perfume.62 The 
cones would have melted in the heat. This would thus explain the yellowed “stains” on 
                                                             
58 Serpico, “Resins,” 430-474; See also TT 175 (Walter Wreszenski, Atlas zur 
altägyptischen Kulturgeschichte, vol. 1, (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1915), pl. 
356). 
 




61 Bernard Bruyère, “Rapport sur les fouilles de Deir el Médineh, 1924-1925,” Fouilles 
de l'Institut français d'archéologie orientale 3 (1926): 113-178. 
 
62 William K. Simpson, “A Relief of the Royal Cup-Bearer Tja-wy,” Boston Museum 
Bulletin 70 (1972): 73.  
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the top half of some individuals’ outfits.63 In another interpretation, Cherpion suggested 
the cones were a visible representation of the invisible perfume worn by the banqueters.64 
A burial from Amarna has yielded the first archaeological evidence of a scented 
cone (Fig. 4.9).65 Individual 150, aged 25-30, was buried wearing a hollow cone of a 
“pale, brittle, waxy substance (object 39920).”66 The interior of the cone is marked by 
impressions of “short, randomly clustered lines that criss-cross,” possibly indicating that 
the center of the cone was made of organic matter. The cone is a “creamy brown with 
dark stains, mainly on the outside.”67 Thus, the discovery of this burial, though it dates to 
the Amarna period (1352-1323 B.C.E), indicates that these cones may in fact have been 
material objects, but this does not disprove the idea that they held symbolic significance. 
                                                             
63 For example, see fragments of the Tomb of Nebamun (TT 90) from the British 
Museum (EA 37984). Though linen, because of its fibers, would not easily have been dyed by 
oils, Manniche argues that the fat would have melted from the unguent cone, thus making the 
garment appear shiny or greasy. Thus, the yellow color was a way of expressing that appearance. 
See Manniche, Ancient Scent, 84. 
 
64 Nadine Cherpion, “Le ‘cone d’onguent,’ gage de survie,” Bulletin de Institut Français 
d’Archéologie Orientale du Caire 94 (1966): 83. Also, Lise Manniche, “Perfume,” UCLA 
Encyclopedia of Egyptology, 1. UCLA: Department of Near Eastern Languages and Cultures. 
2009, https://escholarship.org/uc/item/0pb1r0w3. Accessed March 21, 2015. Contra Manniche, 
City of the Dead: Thebes in Egypt (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 44. 
 
65 This example comes from the Amarna period, during which the Aten replaced all other 
gods in Egyptian religion. As this was a period of both religious and political turmoil, the material 
evidence of that time is not necessarily applicable to any other period. Aidan Dodson, Amarna 
Sunrise: Egypt from Golden Age to Age of Heresy (Cairo and New York: The American 
University in Cairo Press, 2014). For an analysis on the possible influences of this period on later 
tombs, see Nigel Strudwick, “Change and Continuity at Thebes. The Private Tomb after 
Akhenaten,” in The Unbroken Reed. Studies in the Culture and Heritage of Ancient Egypt in 
Honour of A.F. Shore, eds. C. Eyre, A. Leahy, L.M. Leahy (London: Egyptian Exploration 
Society, 1994), 321–36. 
 
66 B. Kemp, “People of the Suburbs,” Horizon: The Amarna Project and Amarna Trust 
Newsletter 7 (2010), http://www.amarnatrust.com/horizon-newsletter-7.pdf, accessed March, 
2014. 
 
67 B. Kemp and A. Stevens, “South Tombs Cemetery 2010: The Objects,” (July 2010), 
http://www.amarnaproject.com/documents/pdf/STC-2010-objects.pdf, accessed March, 2014. 
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Other evidence of scent depicted in banquet scenes can be found in the form of 
the lotus flower.68 Often every banqueter is depicted holding a lotus flower (Fig. 4.10). 
These flowers are also depicted around the heads of banqueters and attached to the necks 
of vessels.69 Lotus flowers have been linked to the sun god Re, and thus rebirth, as the 
blue lotus (Nymphaea Caerulea) was traditionally thought to rise from below the water 
and bloom with the sun. It then would close by nighttime and could bloom again at the 
following sunrise.70 It is, however, a misnomer to identify the flower depicted in banquet 
scenes as the “lotus.” This flower is actually the water lily, and it does not normally 
reopen once it has closed.71 Nevertheless, this flower, now known in Egyptological 
literature as a “lotus,” is the focus of a creation myth in which Nefertem, God of the 
Lotus Blossom, placed the sun disc in a lotus flower, which arose from the water and 
blossomed, there revealing the Sun God in the form of a child wearing a sun disc on his 
head.72 Therefore, the link between the lotus flower and the Sun God supports the 
hypothesis that this flower may symbolize rebirth. I would also suggest here the idea 
explored earlier concerning its ability to offer the breath of life as a means of reanimation 
                                                             
68 Hartwig, Tomb Painting and Identity, 99. 
 
69 J. Vandier d’Abbadie, Deux tombes de Deir el-Médineh, vol. 1: La chapelle de Khâ 
(Cairo: Imprimerie de L’Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1939), pl. IV. There is even a 
border made of lotus flowers and mandrake/persea fruits framing the action of the ritual scene. 
 
70 Amal Helal-Giret, “Le lotus: renouvellement et projection vers l’avenir,” in Études sur 
l’Ancien Empire et la nécropole de Saqqâra dédiées à Jean-Philippe Lauer, eds. Catherine 
Berger and Bernard Mathieu (Montpellier: Université Paul Valéry, 1997), 257. 
 
71 See Ossian, “Lotus,” 49-59.  
 
72 Richard H. Wilkinson, The Complete Gods and Goddesses (London: Thames & 
Hudson, 2003), 133-134. 
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for the deceased, as well as rejuvenation for the living.73 Many scholars have also argued 
that the lotus flower was an intoxicant.74 Yet, recent chemical analyses indicate that the 
flower contains no alkaloids which might affect the mental state, but it does contain 
bioflavonoids which promote health.75 
The activity that takes place in these banquet scenes is unique within Eighteenth 
Dynasty tomb art. While other illustrations, such as craft, agricultural or ritual scenes, 
have some semblance to reality, these Eighteenth Dynasty banqueting scenes do not: all 
present appear youthful and vibrant, dancers are depicted moving vigorously with cones 
precariously positioned on their heads, the deceased are drawn seated among the living, 
and there is a heavy focus on drinking without any individual partaking in the supplied 
food.76 This scene then is a representation of ritual in that it is organized in a manner that 
makes it clearly distinct from everyday events. The visible presence of the deceased 
seated among and interacting with the living, however, forces the location of the ritual to 
be questioned. Able to occur neither in the afterlife, due to the presence of living people, 
nor in the living-world, because of the deceased’s presence, it is as if the scene is taking 
                                                             
73 See Section 4.1 on offering scenes, this chapter. Also, Lurker, The Gods and Symbols, 
78. 
 
74 W. A. Embolden, “Transcultural Use of Narcotic Water Lilies in Ancient Egypt and 
Maya Drug Ritual,” Journal of Ethnopharmacology 3 (1981): 39-84; Benson W. Harer, 
“Pharmacological and Biological Properties of the Egyptian Lotus,” Journal of the American 
Research Center in Egypt 22 (1985): 49-54; Lise Manniche, “Reflections on the Banquet Scene,” 
in La peinture égyptienne ancienne: un monde de signes à préserver: actes du Colloque 
international de Bruxelles, avril 1994, ed. Roland Tefnin (Bruxelles: Fondation Égyptologique 
Reine Élisabeth, 1997), 29-36; Mary Hartley, “The Eighteenth Dynasty Banquet: Portal to the 
Gods,” The Bulletin of the Australian Centre for Egyptology 23 (2012): 25-44. 
 
75 David J. Counsell, “Intoxicants in Ancient Egypt? Opium, Nymphea, Coca, Tobacco,” 
in Mummies and Modern Science, ed. Rosalie David (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2008), 208. 
 
76 Lise Manniche, “Reflections on the Banquet Scene,” 29. 
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place on the barrier itself between the visible and invisible worlds. Images of scent reveal 
divine presence, including that of the deceased, while other symbols which evoke Hathor 
(e.g., drinking, music, and sexual metaphor) help provide clarity concerning the purpose 
of such a scene—that is, to guarantee the deceased the ability to travel between the 
worlds of the living and of the dead in order to ensure everlasting existence. 
In a short digression, I will investigate the Hathoric symbolism in banquet scenes. 
This discussion of motifs other than those related to smell is meant to reveal the purpose 
of banquet scenes within the tomb context, which is consistent with my own hypothesis 
concerning the function of smell within tomb scenes. Hathor is most readily evoked by 
the relationship of the banquet scene with the Beautiful Feast of the Valley.77 In this 
annual festival, which grew in popularity after the Amarna period and continued until the 
Ptolemaic period, the statue of Amun was carried from Karnak Temple on the east bank 
of Thebes to the west bank, through the Theban necropolis, and to the chapel of Hathor at 
Deir el-Bahari. Amun would spend the night in Hathor’s chapel and then return to 
Karnak the following day.78 This festival thus interrelated concepts of rebirth and 
sexuality. It created an environment “where the worlds of the living and dead intersected, 
sexuality represent[ing] the link between the human and divine, between life and 
afterlife.”79  
                                                             
77 Siegfried Schott, Das schöne Fest vom Wüstentale: Festbräuche einer Totenstadt, 
(Wiesbaden: Verlag der Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur in Mainz, 1953). 
 
78 Chloe Kroeter, “The Sensual Banquet Scene: Sex and the Senses in Eighteenth 
Dynasty Theban Tomb Paintings,” St. Andrews Journal of Art History and Museum Studies 13 
(2009): 50; Padgham, Cone, 61. 
 
79 Kroeter, “Banquet Scene,” 51. 
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Thus, the location of the festival served as a sacred liminal space, in which the 
dead and the living might communicate. While travelling through the Theban necropolis 
in the following of Amun, families would have stopped to feast in the chapels of their 
deceased relatives. Archaeological evidence points to this, as well as artistic.80 For 
example, the most common depiction on either side of the tomb’s opening is of the 
deceased making an offering to Amun, whose statue would only have been visible when 
it crossed by the tomb’s threshold.81 
Sexual symbolism found in these banquet scenes can also reference Hathor, as she 
was known as a fertility goddess.82 The separation of the single guests into separate 
registers, the inclusion of the nude adolescent serving girl motif, and images of mandrake 
fruits are all coded sexual metaphors. Notably, the nude adolescent girls commonly 
depicted in these scenes seem to have some connection with rebirth as they are also found 
depicted on fertility objects, such as mirrors and makeup vessels.83 They generally are 
depicted wearing only jewelry and a hip girdle (Fig. 4.11).84 In addition, there is a visual 
                                                             
80 That banquets can signify actual or desired events is based on archaeological evidence. 
For example, in the Eighteenth Dynasty Tomb of Tjanui (TT 74), excavators discovered 
fragments of pottery, reed mats, and food vessels just outside the tomb (mentioned in Hartwig, 
Tomb Painting and Identity, 12-13l; also, Artur Brack and Annelies Brack, Das Grab des 
Tjanuni: Theben Nr. 74 [Mainz am Rhein : Philipp von Zabern, 1977], 60); Ossian, Lotus, 53. 
 
81 Strudwick and Strudwick, Thebes in Egypt, 161. 
 
82 Geraldine Pinch, Votive Offerings to Hathor (Oxford: Griffith Institute, Ashmolean 
Museum, 1993), 225. 
 
83 Kroeter, Sensual Banquet, 49. Also, Gay Robins, Women in Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), 181.  
 
84 Kroeter, Sensual Banquet, 52. 
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pun referenced in the representations of the serving girls pouring drinks for the guests, as 
the act of pouring and that of ejaculation are both translations of the word sṯj.85 
The last set of symbols that may evoke Hathor concern overdrinking. As Hathor 
was also the goddess celebrated at the Festival of Drunkenness (Feast of tḫy) attested 
from the Eighteenth Dynasty onward, one of her labels is the Goddess of Drink.86 In 
these banquet scenes, guests are encouraged to drink to excess.87 For example, in the 
Tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100), a servant says while pouring a female banqueter a drink, 
“For your ka, to make a hrw nfr (good day).”88 Another caption near a singer in TT 77 
says, “[…] your ka at […drink] to drunkenness! Spend a hrw nfr.”89 Other guests are 
encouraged to drink by their fellow guests: “Drink, do not spoil the enjoyment. May you 
let the beer jar reach me.”90 Still other guests rejoice together at the thought of drinking: 
                                                             
85 Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 4, 346-348; Lise Manniche, “The So-Called 
Scenes of Daily Life in the Private Tombs of the Eighteenth Dynasty: an Overview,” in The 
Theban Necropolis: Past, Present, and Future, ed. Nigel Strudwick and John H Taylor (London: 
British Museum Press, 2003), 43. 
 
86 Hartley, “Portal to the Gods,” 30; Anthony Spalinger, “A Chronological Analysis of 
the Feast of tkhy,” Studien zur Altägyptischen Kultur 20 (1993), 289-303; also, Betsy Bryan, “The 
Temple of Mut: New Evidence on Hatshepsut’s Building Activites,” in Hatshepsut: From Queen 
to Pharaoh, ed. Catharine H. Roehrig with Renée Dreyfus and Cathleen A. Keller (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 182.  
 
87 Manniche, “Scenes of Daily Life,” 42. 
 
88 Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LXIV (TT 100). 
 
89 Lise Manniche, The Wall Decoration of Three Theban Tombs (Copenhagen: Carsten 
Niebuhr Institute of Ancient Near Eastern Studies, 1988), 20. 
 
90 Hartley, “Portal to the Gods,” 30. Tomb of Paheri at el-Kab (thus, not at Thebes) has 
numerous captions which are used by Hartley to prove a certain hand gesture meant a refusal to 
drink. She posits that this interpretation can be understood in Theban tombs as well despite the 
lack of written evidence in those tombs. 
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“Can it be Maat in whose face there is a desire for deep drinking?”91 The reason behind 
encouraging the attendees to drink therefore can be explained as an attempt to appease 
Hathor, the Guardian of the West, so that the deceased might be able to travel to the 
living-world to receive offerings. This notion is also understandable considering that the 
deceased, within the banquet scene, is often depicted seated behind an offering table.92  
As “Mistress of the West,” it is Hathor who permits the deceased to return to and 
interact with the living.93 An example of this comes from the Tomb of Nebamun and 
Ipouky (TT 181) in which there is an inscription where Nebamun asks for Hathor’s 
permission to temporarily return to the land of the living.94 Thus, I would argue that these 
banquet scenes represent a ritual meant to appease Hathor so that she might allow the 
deceased to travel between the living-world and the afterlife. The presence of smell-
carrying iconography reinforces this interpretation, while also revealing the divine 
presence of the deceased and perhaps of Hathor herself.  
4.3 Opening of the Mouth Scenes 
The focus of this section will be on the manner in which the Opening of the 
Mouth ritual is depicted in tomb art. Evidence for this ritual largely comes from New 
Kingdom and later Theban tombs. In addition, there are many rather allusive references 
in older sources such as the Pyramid Texts, Coffin Texts, Book of the Dead, and various 
                                                             
91 Hartley, “Portal to the Gods,” 31; Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, 62, pl. LXIV. 
 
92 Examples: Davies, Two Officials, pl. IV (TT 75), XXI, XXIII (TT 90); Davies, 
Amenemhēt, pl. IV (TT 82); Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LXIII.  
 
93 Faulkner, The Egyptian Book of the Dead, pl. 37. Spell 186: “Hathor, Lady of the 
West; She of the West; Lady of the Sacred Land.”  
 
94 Padgham, Cone, 62; Miriam Lichtheim, “The Songs of the Harpers,” Journal of Near 
Eastern Studies 4, no. 3 (1945): 178-212. 
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stelae and papyri.95 The ceremony does seem to have evolved from an Old Kingdom 
version, which was likely created by the melding of several once-separate rituals.96 
The ritual was performed in order to link a statue with its represented divinity or 
deceased person, thus permitting that being to return and inhabit the object on which the 
ritual focused.97 The ritual could be performed on a variety of objects, including amulets, 
statues, mummies, and coffins.98 The mouth, eyes, and nose of the object were 
ritualistically opened with various instruments, and then the object was anointed with oil 
and purified with incense and water.99 These actions could transform the chosen object 
into something through which the deceased could interact with the living-world.100  
These rites usually are found illustrated along the walls of the transverse 
passage.101 Typically, the illustration of this ceremony is made up of several short 
episodes, each representing a single, ritual act. These episodes are placed one next to the 
other along register lines, and there are normally several registers thus organized. The 
                                                             
95 For examples of these sources see Finnestad, “The Opening of the Mouth,” 118. Also, 
Book of the Dead chapter 23: “My mouth is opened, my mouth is split open by Shu with that iron 
harpoon of his with which he split open the mouths of the gods,” Faulkner, Papyrus of Ani, pl. 15. 
 
96 Taylor, Death and the Afterlife, 57. E. Otto, Das ägyptische Mundöffnungsritual, vol. 2 
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1960), 2. 
 
97 Finnestad, “Opening the Mouth,” 120. Ann Roth, “The psš-kf and the ‘Opening of the 
Mouth’ Ceremony: A Ritual of Birth and Rebirth,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 78 (1992): 
113; Aylward Blackman, “The Rite of Opening the Mouth in Ancient Egypt and Babylonia,” 
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ritual, when organized episodically in registers, is read from the bottom right to the top 
left (Fig. 4.12).102 Depictions of this ritual can be abbreviated, in which all the ritual acts 
are summarized into a single image. For example, in TT 162, the Tomb of Kenamun, the 
sm-priest is shown holding an adze to the mouth of the deceased’s coffin, which wears an 
unguent cone and is framed by tall flower bouquets (Fig. 4.13).103 This is unlike most 
other representations of the ritual, in which flowers and unguent cones typically do not 
appear until the final episode. Summarizing several actions into a single illustration, 
however, is a rather typical occurrence in Ancient Egyptian art and thus does not 
contradict the hypothesis presented in this section.104 The longest representations of the 
ritual are found in the tombs of Rekhmire and Seti I (62 and 54 scenes respectively), 
though Otto identified a total of 75 episodes from which each tomb owner could choose 
what to include in the tomb.105  
Though scented imagery is scarce in the early episodes of this ritual, offering 
burning incense is part of the ceremony. In the Pyramid Texts, PT 20–57 relate to the 
Opening of the Mouth.106 PT 25, which was accompanied by the burning of “incense and 
fire,” announces to the deceased that, in addition to Horus, Seth, Thoth, and Osiris, “you 
                                                             
102 Davies, Amenemhēt, 58 (TT 82); For example, see pl. XVII in which the ritual 
concludes with the offering list located in the top left corner of the scene.  
 
103 Davies, Some Theban Tombs, pl. XIX (TT 162). 
 
104 For example, Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. LX, on which craftsmen are shown 
working on statues which are already complete, this is also the case in most manufacturing scenes 
in which the finished product is illustrated being worked upon by craftsmen. For other examples 
of manufacturing scenes, see footnote 1, this chapter. 
 
105 Otto, Mundöffnungsritual, vol. 2, 184-188.  
 
106 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 3-11. 
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too have gone with your ka.”107 I would argue this recitation indicates that, as the 
deceased has already left with his ka, this recitation was meant to call him or her back to 
the living-world so that his or her ka could receive offerings. Perhaps again here, the 
burning of incense was meant to facilitate the transitioning of the deceased between this 
world and the beyond. That this ritual was meant to call back the deceased from the 
afterlife can be known from PT 32 in which the priest recites four times, “Come, you 
have been invoked.”108 In fact, PT 32 comes directly after PT 25 in the Pyramid Text of 
Unis, thus highlighting the link between transitioning and incense once again.  
In the tomb illustrations of the ritual, there is often only a single episode 
representing the offering of incense to the object of focus (i.e., the coffin, mummy, or 
statue). This episode tends to be the only place in which scent is represented, other than 
in the final offering and banquet scenes, in which incense, unguents, and flowers are all 
represented. In TT 48, the Tomb of Surer, even the episode for the offering of incense has 
been excluded, though part of the scene has not been preserved.109 This scene from the 
Tomb of Menna is similarly preserved, with no representation of scented objects until the 
final scene in which the coffin is framed by tall bouquets.110 In another example, from TT 
17, the Tomb of Nebamun, the incense offering scene is labeled as offering the nḏm sṯy 
                                                             
107 Allen, Pyramid Texts, 19, W 20l; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 5. 
 
108 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 7. He translates this passage as “Take what comes forth at 
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110 Hartwig, Menna, 80-81, Fig. 2.15b. 
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“sweet smell” of incense to the deceased (Fig. 4.14).111 This supports my hypothesis that 
it was in fact the smell of incense that was important to the deceased, rather than only the 
physical object itself. 
In the 62 episodes of the Opening of the Mouth ritual in the Tomb of Rekhmire, 
incense is offered to the deceased only twice, despite the length of this particular 
illustration.112 In contrast to this paucity of smell-related imagery stand the episodes 
represented at the end of the ritual, including the official offering scene, the garden scene, 
and the presentation of flowers. In the offering scene, the lector priest burns incense, 
lotus flowers are shown wrapped around several jars, floral bouquets rest on the top of 
the offerings on the offering table, and Rekhmire appears to be holding a lotus flower to 
his nose.113 The garden scene is linked with the banquet scene, or “the meal of the 
dead.”114 A fragment from this scene reveals the reason why flowers were offered to the 
deceased:  
“Take thee scented (sṯ) flowers [of the pool] which I have brought (thee) from the 
pick [of the plants] which are in these [gardens. Lo] the [servants] carry produce, 
shoots and fragrant (nḏm) stems (ḫt) of all sorts, that thou mayest be satisfied with 
its dainties (ḏf3w, “provisions”) and be replete with its offerings, that thy heart 
may partake of its tender growth and that thou mayest do therein what thy spirit 
desires for ever and ever.”115 
 
                                                             
111 Säve-Söderbergh, Eighteenth Dynasty Tombs, pl. XXVI (TT 17). 
 
112 Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 2, pl. XCIX, XCVIII (TT 100).  
 
113 Ibid., pl. CVIII. 
 
114 Ibid., 4, pl. CXII, CVIII and CIX. 
 
115 Translation by Davies, Rekh-Mi-Rēᶜ, vol. 1, 78; for the image, see Davies, Rekh-Mi-
Rēᶜ, vol. 2, 4, pl. CXII. 
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Thus, the presentation of the flowers is meant to permit the deceased to receive 
offerings so that he or she might be satisfied, thereby ensuring his or her everlasting 
existence, for ever and ever. In this passage, the fragrance of the flowers and the 
sweetness of the branches (ḫt) from the garden bring out the importance of smell within 
the context of the offering ritual. nḏm is also used in describing the “pleasant” scent of 
the gods in other contexts.116 It is possible that by using this adjective, the passage is 
invoking the divine nature of the deceased, whose divine presence is guaranteed by the 
successful performance of the ritual. 
Another object that does not appear regularly until the final scenes of the ritual is 
the unguent cone. In these ritual scenes, the cones are found regularly only on the head of 
the deceased, rather than on the heads of the other participants (Fig. 4.15).117 Therefore, it 
may be functioning as an artistic tool to indicate the presence of a pleasant smell, and 
thus, by extension, divine presence. A statistical analysis of these scenes completed by 
Padgham indicates that it is in the scene at the end of this ceremony, where divine 
offerings are presented to the dead, that the deceased is overwhelmingly portrayed with a 
cone (93.8%).118 This supports the argument for the function of smell as a divine marker 
in that it is not until the end of this ceremony that the deceased returns to inhabit the 
object of focus, thus revealing his own presence by his divine scent.  
                                                             
116 nḏm sṯ or “pleasant scent” is used to describe Osiris in the Pyramid Texts (Pyr. 1514), 
and it is also used to describe Min and Hathor in other contexts. For examples, see Erman and 
Grapow, Wörterbuch, vol. 2, 557 (no. 11). 
 




The offering of scented objects serves two purposes. A pleasant smell can provide 
the deceased with a divine identity, thus facilitating a successful transition into the 
afterlife and merger with the gods. In addition, a pleasant smell, such as from a bouquet 
or that created from burning incense, also has the ability to provide life and call the 
deceased back to the land of the living to receive offerings. This dual function wielded by 
smell is present in both the texts and images related to the Opening of the Mouth ritual as 









“The distinction between this realm and the next one, the visible and the invisible realm,  
permeated the semantics of the mortuary liturgies.” –Jan Assmann1 
 
Archaeological evidence of smell-carrying objects in burial contexts indicate a 
preoccupation with relating smell to the deceased, while literary evidence from religious 
texts elucidates the function of these material inclusions. Lexical evidence, such as that of 
the multivalent meaning of the word snṯr, as well as evidence from Eighteenth Dynasty 
Theban Tomb wall paintings, indicate that smell, within the mortuary context, could help 
the deceased transition between the living-world and the afterlife.  
While smell revealed what was invisible—that is, the divine presence—the world 
around the individual was marked by what could be seen. Smoke, perhaps because of its 
ability to change from visible to invisible, carried with it the ability to move between 
worlds. Therefore, the censing of an individual not only permitted him to take on a newly 
defined identity as one of the gods through the adoption of a divine smell; it also 
provided the means to make the transition into the invisible realm.  
Because it is likely that smell served a variety of functions within Ancient 
Egyptian culture, its significance cannot be ignored. In addition to what was explored in 
this analysis, smell can be linked to purification, such as in the example from footnote 34 
of Chapter 3. Perhaps, however, this function of smell is simply a variation of what was 
explored in this analysis. Rather than merely cleaning a space, smell may actually cleanse 
an area by filling it with the essence, or presence, of a god. Yet there is one scene that 
                                                             
1 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 349. 
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does not match the interpretation posited in this paper. This scene depicts a woman 
selling cheese and a woman selling fish, who are both wearing unguent cones (Fig. 5.1).2 
It is possible that, in addition to a ritual function, smell could be used more practically in 
secular contexts, as this sort of scene would have been intolerably odiferous. 
What has been argued here within the mortuary context is that smell, because of 
its ability to identify divine beings, can help the deceased with his or her transition into 
the afterlife. The symbolism related to this function seems to have had early origins in the 
Old Kingdom, as documented in the Pyramid Texts for royal use. It seems, however, that 
this meaning was preserved and passed down to the elite peoples who set their tombs in 
the New Kingdom Theban necropolis, in which they used smell-filled images to 
communicate their wish to successfully transition between the living-world and the 
invisible one of the afterlife. In addition to this interpretation, smell was linked to the 
“breath of life.” This association indicates that the offering of a certain sweet smell could 
invoke the deceased and call him back to the living-world so that he might receive 
offerings to nourish his ka. 
Although I have focused only on banquet, offering, and Opening of the Mouth 
representations in Eighteenth Dynasty Theban tombs, there are other scenes that involve 
scented imagery. Depictions of fishing and bird-catching, in addition to embalming and 
mummification scenes, often display scent-carrying motifs. Though not mentioned in this 
analysis, their exclusion does not weaken my hypothesis as these scenes are also 
characterized by the interaction of the life-giving qualities of smell and transitioning 
between realms.  
                                                             
2 TT 217: Norman de Garis Davies, Two Ramesside Tombs at Thebes (New York: 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1927), pl. XXX. 
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The contrast between scenes which include illustrations of smells and smelling 
and those which do not is quite striking. In considering agricultural, manufacturing, or 
scribal tallying scenes, the lack of unguent cones, flowery imagery, and incense is quite 
noticeable. The contrast of these scenes with those explored in this paper seems obvious 
if one considers whether or not the deceased’s divine presence is in attendance during the 
depicted activity. While in offering and banquet scenes the deceased’s presence is central 
to the illustrated ritual, it is not so in images of craft production or of agricultural work. 
Rather scenes of “daily life” are perhaps more concerned with commenting on the 
personality and interests of the deceased individual, in contrast to the more obvious 
religious aspect of the offering, banquet, and ritual scenes. 
The dichotomy set up between the visible and invisible worlds in these scenes is 
based on the Egyptian need to be able to portray the invisible in their art visibly. In 
developing a visual motif to represent this invisible, divine presence, it had to be 
deployed tactically so as to not confuse the purpose of whatever scene was being 
depicted. Therefore, the exclusion of this symbol may have been as important as its 
inclusion—as divine presence is invisible and therefore can be understood whether or not 
there is a visual marker, it cannot be ignored if the visible marker is present. This concept 
is seen in depictions of the Opening of the Mouth ritual, which was intended to ready a 
physical object such as a mummy or coffin for the deceased to return to and thereby 
receive offerings. If motifs of smell were included in the depiction of this ritual, the ritual 
would have been unnecessary as the deceased would already have been present.  
As mentioned in Chapter 1, many cultures over the past few thousand years have 
intertwined smell with divinity, identity, and life. When one does not consider the manner 
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in which an ancient body interacted with the world, the modern scholar’s ability to 
understand the cultural experience is limited. A “senseless examination” ignores the 
body’s influence on the perception of symbols and cultural norms, as it is through the 
body that a person experiences his or her environment. The examination of the function 
of smell within the everyday culture of an ancient civilization is one way to approach this 
type of study. It is also possible to understand the role smell may have played within a 
specific context by examining textual and artistic evidence.  
The lifetime of an Ancient Egyptian was spent readying himself or herself for the 
afterlife. The preoccupation with ensuring the deceased’s association with divine scent is 
overwhelmingly present in their mortuary literature. Yet, until now, this fact had gone 
unremarked. Though many studies in Egyptology have focused on the mortuary and 
religious sphere, as the Egyptian culture consisted largely of these areas, they have 
ignored the significance of this sense. Incorporating sensorial studies into art historical 
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Fig. 2.1. Photograph of Tutankhamun and his Floral Wreaths. KV 62, Thebes. Eighteenth 
Dynasty. From Howard Carter, ed., The Tomb of Tut-ankh-amen, vol. 2 (Reprint: New 









Fig. 2.2. Wooden Statuette of the Architect, Kha. Deir el-Medineh. Eighteenth Dynasty. 
Image from Cyril Aldred, New Kingdom Art in Ancient Egypt during the Eighteenth 












Fig. 2.3. Hatshepsut’s Divine Birth. Deir el-Bahari. Eighteenth Dynasty. Facsimile from 
Hellmut Brunner, Die Geburt des Gottkönigs: Studien zur Überlieferung eines 









Fig. 3.1. Bearers of the Seven Sacred Oils. TT 154, Deir el-Bahari. Eighteenth Dynasty. 
Detail of facsimile from E. Naville, The Temple of Deir el Bahari, vol. 4 (London: 







Fig. 3.2. Offering Slab for Seven Oils. 11.150.1a. Purchased by the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art from M. Casira, in Egypt in 1911. Fifth or Sixth Dynasty. Image courtesy 
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art under OASC. “Offering Slab for Seven Oils,” 
Metropolitan Museum of Art: The Collection Online. 
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search/544001. Accessed 











Fig. 3.3 Rites Performed on the Statue of Rekhmire. North wall of the passage in TT 100, 
Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Norman de Garis Davies, The 



















Fig. 3.4. An Offering to Amenemhet. North wall of the passage of TT 82, Thebes. 
Eighteenth Dynasty. Facsimile from Nina M. Davies and Alan H. Gardiner. The Tomb of 















Fig. 3.5. The Consecration of the Meal of the Dead. South wall of the passage of TT 100, 
Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Norman de Garis Davies, The 
















Fig. 3.6. An Offering of Incense. Right focal wall of the Broad Hall, TT 69, Thebes. 
Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of image from Melinda Hartwig, The Tomb Chapel of Menna 
(TT 69): The Art, Culture and Science of Painting in an Egyptian Tomb (Cairo: The 









Fig. 3.7. Deceased Pours Incense to the Gods. Entrance wall of the hall of TT 38, Thebes. 
Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Nina M. Davies, Scenes from Some Theban 
Tombs (No. 38, 66, 162, with Excerpts from 81), Private Tombs from Thebes, vol. 4 




Fig. 3.8. Burning Incense before the Statue of Rekhmire. North wall of the passage in TT 
100, Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Norman de Garis Davies, The 





Fig. 4.1.  Funerary Rites. Right wall of the long hall of TT 69, Thebes. Eighteenth 
Dynasty. Detail of image from Melinda Hartwig, The Tomb Chapel of Menna (TT 69): 
The Art, Culture and Science of Painting in an Egyptian Tomb (Cairo: The American 









Fig. 4.2. Offering the Bouquet of Amun to the Deceased. Rear wall of the hall of TT 38, 
Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Nina M. Davies, Scenes from Some 
Theban Tombs (No. 38, 66, 162, with Excerpts from 81), Private Tombs from Thebes, 










Fig. 4.3. Curved Bouquet for the Deceased. Right back wall of hall of TT 17, Thebes. 
Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Torgny Säve-Söderbergh, Four Eighteenth 






Fig. 4.4. Incense for the Deceased. East wall of the shrine of TT 82, Thebes. Eighteenth 
Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Nina M. Davies and Alan H. Gardiner, The Tomb of 






Fig. 4.5. The Deceased at Banquet. Rear wall of the hall of TT 38, Thebes. Eighteenth 
Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Nina M. Davies, Scenes from Some Theban Tombs 
(No. 38, 66, 162, with Excerpts from 81), Private Tombs from Thebes vol. 4 (Oxford: The 










Fig. 4.6. Floral Decoration. North wall of the west side of TT 75, Thebes. Eighteenth 
Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Norman de Garis Davies, The Tombs of Two Officials 
















Fig. 4.7. Scenes of Harvest, Offering, and Field-Work. Side wall of the hall of TT 38, 
Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Facsimile from Nina M. Davies, Scenes from Some Theban 
Tombs (No. 38, 66, 162, with Excerpts from 81), Private Tombs from Thebes vol. 4 






Fig. 4.8. . Detail of Unguent Cones. Broad hall, TT 69. Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty.  
Melinda Hartwig, The Tomb Chapel of Menna (TT 69): The Art, Culture and Science of 










Fig. 4.9. Deceased Individual buried with Unguent Cone. South Tombs Cemetery, 
Amarna. Eighteenth Dynasty (Amarna Period). Photograph by Mary Shepperson 
published in B. Kemp, “People of the Suburbs,” Horizon: The Amarna Project and 






Fig. 4.10. Lotus Flowers in the Hands of Banqueters. South side of the west wall in TT 
112, Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Norman de Garis Davies, The 
Tombs of Menkheperrasonb, Amenmose, and Another (Cairo: Egypt Exploration Society, 










Fig. 4.11. Nude Adolescent Serving Girl. Tomb of Nebamun. Thebes, Egypt. Eighteenth 
Dynasty. Detail from image in Richard Parkinson, The Painted Tomb-chapel of Nebamun 










Fig. 4.12. Opening of the Mouth Ritual. North wall of the passage of TT 82, Thebes. 
Eighteenth Dynasty. Facsimile from Nina M. Davies and Alan H. Gardiner, The Tomb of 











Fig. 4.13. Abbreviated Scene of the Opening of the Mouth. Side wall of passage in TT 
162, Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Nina M. Davies, Scenes from Some Theban Tombs 
(No. 38, 66, 162, with Excerpts from 81), Private Tombs from Thebes, vol. 4 (Oxford: 








Fig. 4.14. Incense in the Opening of the Mouth Ritual. Right wall of the passage of TT 
100, Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Torgny Säve-Söderbergh, 
Four Eighteenth Dynasty Tombs, Private Tombs at Thebes, vol. 1 (Oxford: Griffith 




Fig. 4.15. Mourning and Purifying the Dead. TT 181, Thebes. Eighteenth Dynasty. 
Painting by Nina M. Davies from Norman de Garis Davies, The Tomb of the Two 
Sculptors at Thebes, Robb de Peyster Tytus Memorial Series, vol. 4 (New York: 












Fig. 5.1: Market Scene. TT 217, Thebes. Nineteenth Dynasty. Detail of facsimile from Norman 
de Garis Davies, Two Ramesside Tombs at Thebes (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
1927), pl. XXX. 
